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EircoDUcnoir 

JL. 3tatenant of Problen

Tyler stated: w.*.the organization of courses and the development of 
eliminations should center about those objectives having tiore permanent 
values (351203)^ Of major concern to the classroom teacher is the need 
for accurate evidence concerning the degree of permanency of each instruc
tional objective* 3uch information i/ould certainly enable the teacher to 
function nore effectively in guiding the looming activities of students.

The relative parmnoncy of different types of learning has often 
been overlooked. Frequently it has boon assumed that the results of the 
usual Instructional procedures ora of lasting value and that the attain
ment of one objective can be inferred from measured attainment of another 
objootlvo* The practices of defining oach educational pool, validating 
evaluation devices ageInst c'ofinjd aims, and studying the attainment of 
each one of these aims to determine its degree of portir.no ncy are clearly 
needs in our instructional programs*

The purpose of this study vaa to neaaure retention of different 
oouroo outcomes in a beginning course in educational psychology* Tho 
outcomes 0:jr.lined included knowledge and Lho intellectual sl:illa and abili
ties specified as -translation, interpretation end extrapolation* Those 
objectives ‘..ore dcfinad by tho "Tamonony of Educational Cbj0ctivaa"■ (6)>

1* The number which appears first in tho parenthesis refers to a 
title in the list of references* The number following the colon indi
cates the paces on which the citation api>enra*
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and are eicplainod briefly in the follaring paragraph. The subject natter 
content studied ’..as delimited to one area, tests and neosurenents, to 
permit more intensive and uniform sampling of the different course out
comes, The samples of responses to the test situations were token from 
the Education 62 classes at the University of Nebraska. (Education 62, 
Hunan behavior and Development, is the second of ti/o courses in education
al psychology taken by teacher trainees.) Follow up testing was done ap- 
pro:dnately a semester later in tho teacher training sequence.

According to the Taxonomy of Objectives, sin major hierarchial 
levels of educational objectives are defined in the cognitive domain.
Of these sis: the first two, spocifiod as knoulod,_;c and comprehension 
probably include -he largest gono.’cl classes of intellectual activities 
emphasised in schools end collo os.(6:69) For this reason these two 
major categories were selected for tmis sway. The category of knowledge 
includes recognition unu recall of spociflcs, woyo and moans of dealing 
with spocifiao, and lcno’lod.o of univorsals and abstractions. Tost items 
designed to uor.suri those ct. to^orioj a juju to bo vui*y similar and, there— 
foru, nil knowledge itotw. uoru defined as be in,;; in u. single category.
The comprehension lovol .Lucludjs ibnw uacl ,r»uii to measuro tho ability to 
translate law./led..,a fr .; uno for-’, to another, -o intorpr-'t data and to 
untrapol.1: t.j from data,. itmj c.osl ;n-.‘d to mocauro -ho sub-catu .oriaa on 
tho coi.ip.aohoj.'.sion lovol were rouped aa .-operate toots. A moro conploLe 
dasari, tion of ikaso bohaviora. objectives us c.ofinod in -the Taxonomy ia 
;ivoa in Chapter II in connection adth the trial tost construction.

The first task undortskon in this study was tho construction and 
validation of tho tests to be used to measure the .esirod outcomes. These 
tests were constructed and analysed bath in tried and final test form
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using the following criteria;

1. -lie relabicnsii... ox’ onch. teat iteu to euvlicitly defined 
obj actives.

2. The contribution of individual itens to the effectiveness 
of its respective test.

3. The degree to which the separate tests aeasure the desired 
behavioral functions.

A. The degree to which tlie instruaont satisfies conditions 
of empirical validity and rolf:bi.J.ity.

Tho second anjor part of pIio study consisted of tho use of the tests 
to determine the degree to which tlao separately evaluated abilities were 
retained, i’or this purpose the tea ̂s uero cdainistorod. at three tines t 
as a pretest at the beginning of tho course, a .-ost tost co part of the 
final e:nainaticn and again :.a a rotontxon tost ap^roniaataly four aonths 
latex'• The diffox'oncea between tho sets o. acarsa were then enoslaod to 
ascertain tho decree of pertinency of each of those course outao.uaa.

d. AoxUw sj; holr,t..-d hoaearch

1 .  I f iabructlonal Objective s

Ihuuainatlon of the „i.it:ri fui'vj clo:.riy points out tho nood for euro— 
ful plannin, raw foruul. Lien of o'>joc tivoa in Lhu cona'truc tion of aohiavo- 
xjunt tosts. A austsnry of stops suggested by Tylox* oryhnalsos this point. 
Tho stops 01*0 OB followst (-At5}

1} i'oranlation of course objectives
d) Li'jfluiti.cn of each objective in terns of student bolinvior
Si Collection of situations in which students will reveal 

presence or absence of each behavior
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Ct Presentation of situations to the students
5) lvalue, tier. of students* reaction in light of each 

objective
6) Detonoinr.tion of objectivity of evaluation
7) Improvement of objectivity idien necessary
2) Deteminntion of reliability
9) Luprovanont of reliability alien necessary
10) Leveloraient of ixirc practical methods of noasuro-

nent when necessary
Ihe importance of osjactives has been effectively stressed in the 

writing of fetors (26:111) who shov-d that feu toots were validated 
against educational objectives and suitestod tlin t they should be derived 
on tois basis. Jordan also emphasised this point of view (20:5), nnd 
stressed the necessity thaf the objectives of oducation be clearly de
fined ox* else the appropriate neaom’iag instruments cannot be constructed* 
Other writers such as _.ean (1:17), rnc; Vaughn (..̂ :160) liave stressed the 
basic ii.iportaJ3.co of daiineatod ojjectlves*

Vaughn stated i,hr. t too of Lon a test outline is confined to subject 
..*atL<u* r.loao end tho typo of behavior to bo ojentdnod is left, to too Juclg- 
nont of an inorc per loncwd luvi writur. lie ixu.Ucr.tod th t r. tost outline 
cun bo usod to show cl ji rip i.ot only what different crons of subject 
:a»t uor cr*j to be cov r'd. but rise toe typos of bolu vior tc bo oiicitod 
witii x*>.sp«jct to j.* ah c.roa* iCa u .ora (..6:.J7) concurred iritii tlda point of
o.oph;: • is end atot-rdi that tho d.la tinction betvoou general and. specific 
o', joeLives should bo ruvd ■ to facilitate tho oo*. vx’ohonaion of objjo Lives* 
ho Hirthor pohitod oUu Liu t objoctivua should bo cto.tnd in toms of ob— 
aorvnbla dumbos in pupil behavior* Lihcwisu, Tyler (fitjO) enp.iiasised 
too L> tho moot useful form for a to ting objectives is to empress thou in
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terns which identify both the line of behavior to be developed in the 
student end the content trea of life in x/hich this behavior is to operate. 
He stated that clearly formic.tod objectives included both the behavioral 
aspect end the content aspect. Tyler pointed out that objectives ore 
often stated in terns of things which the instructor is to do, lists of 
topics, concepts, generalizations, or other elenents of content to be 
dealt with, or a3 generalized patterns of behavior which failed to indi
cate more specifically the area of life or the content to which the be
havior applied. He further stated that since the real purpose of educa
tion is to bring cbouu changes in tho students' pattern of behavior, it 
becomes clear that the at; tenant of objectives should be in terns of be
havioral change.

Flanagan (11) proposed that a '*nethod of rationales" be employed for 
the purpose of clear and procisc definitions of what is to bo measured.
Tho method begins with a list of behaviors to bo sampled or predicted.
The development of these rationales consists of throe parts, 

l) L'oseriptlon of behavior
l) Ar.uly.ils of bohovior 
’j) Formulation of item specifications 

i'oaorlption of behavior involves tho definition, dolinito tion and illus
tration of the vrrioV and scope of the actions included, .Jinlyola of 
behavior inaludcs clarify in,: it with reaped to other behaviors and mat
in: inferences r.bout its nature, culminating in tho formulati:n of one 
or more hypotheses ragciVirg iws general!ty and predictability* Formu
lation of item. spacifier tion carries the procedure on to describing a 
specific typo of item which, it appears, should provide a valid as time— 
uion of tho specified behavior*
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Ilicheels (25*92) also emphasized the importance of the behavioral 

aspect of objectives. He proposed four steps to follow in setting forth 
the test objectives. The steps are:

1) List tho major objectives for which appraisal is desired.
2) Ucanlne the course content for additional objectives.
3) Analyze and define each objective in terns of expected

student outcomes.
£,) Lstablish a table of specifications for the tests.

He suggested that step three is the Inventor-/ step. Various elements are
listed that are a part of each objective and meaning is given to each
element by defining it in terms of student behavior.

iluch attention has boon given in the literature to the listing and 
categorization of the orot c. ganorcl outcomes of the educative process. 
(2:L4) iiost frequent among the outcomes listed are such typos as skills, 
knowledges, concepts, understandings, applications, attitudes, interests 
and adjustments. (16:160) (14:16)

In contrast to plans involving broad general classifications, other 
plans: have been proposed which require more specific definition of ob
jectives. The report, '‘A By sign for General iduca tion'* (2:31), illustrated 
how tho objectives in various fluids can ba clwssifi.d into Lhrue basic 
categories: 1) Iciovlodgo end understanding, 2) skills and abilities,
and 3) attitudes and. appreciations. The authors of Liiis report assorted 
that the thr a basic cate .orios could be used e.s sub* ivisions for more 
general educeticnol outcomes. The objectives for general ecucrtion arc 
organised under ton broad outcomes and in turn those are defined more 
specifically* under the above listed cate arias. Approtduuatoly two hundred 
sub-objectives presented ere useful in defining more specificelly subject 
matter content end bahaviara. involved in general education.
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Tyler illustrated the uue of a two diners ioncl cimrt in stating ob
jectives for e course (33s32} in biological science* One dinensicn of the 
chart defines the content aspect of the objectives, the other the behavior
al* There are soton types of behaviors specified in the biological science 
course usad as an illustration. Tyler describes these as follovs:

"Tbs first type of behavior is to develop understanding 
of inportant facts and principles* Tho second type is to de
velop familiarity with dependable sources of information...
The third tpye of behavior is to develop ability to interpret 
dz*z - that is, to drav reasonable ,;eneralizntlons from the 
kinds of scientific data likely to arise in tl.is field. The 
fourth type of behavior is to develop ability to apply prin
ciples that are taught in biological science to concrete 
biological problems that arise in everyday life - hence to be 
able to carry on problem-solving activities in this field.
The fifth type of behavior is to develop tho ability to study 
and report the results of stud;'-. Tho sixth is to develop 
brood and nature intorusts as the;- relate to biological 
science, and the seventh is to develop social rather than 
selfish attitudes in this area.*'

The chart also includes a statement of tho content aspects of the activi
ties* Examples of these are such heading a as nutrition of human organ
isms, digestion, circulation, respiration and reproduction. The course 
1j then viuvod as developing various sorts of behnviur in relation to 
these aspects of content.

The "Taxonomy of hducrtionnl Objectives" includes the most careful 
definitions of objectives yet made* (6) Ovor sovoral yours a group of 
college end university extuxinuro attacked the problem of creating a con— 
prehonsi/e classifioa tion of educational objaativos* (6*4) Several uses 
are proposed for such a classification. The device is intonded to facili
tate cojumunicr. tion among tcr.oharo and examiners, provide a fremavork upon 
which to plan learning experiences and propcro ovcluc tion doviaca as well 
as to servo other useful educational needs. The efforts of this project 
resulted, in tlxe , ublicetion of a Handbook ,1, wixioh consists of a detailed
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The authors conceive oi' those classes as representing a yonerol 
Iiiararchial ortlor. The bo! vicra of cno class arc liholy to m l z e  use of 
and be built on behaviors found in the preceding clasocc. finco orrtcixsive 
use i/as undo of the Taronany in tka present study it vill bo described in 
Creator detail in Chapter II.

Uhoroas tho forupoin,; literature portc-ins to the yanoral process of 
ootablioliliv; oujuotivas, authors of other publications stress tha inportcnce 
of dearly spociiyiu,.: thu typo of objoctivos boiny iiacsurod. Tylor (hl*6) 
lias studied tho relational.!, a botx/aon tho recall of inforvn tion on tests, 
tlie application of principles and tho nbiLlty to dmu inloroncas. Those 
tisroe typos of toots uers ads Inis lu rod to a is Aeon different ooiloje classes 
in olovon difforont- subject uattor aroas. The avoroyo nuiibor of studonto 
in t2io cl as s 03 vr.a 117 and rauyod from ti/u:vty-tvo to Tho result-
iny correlations soti/ocn ruccll and application i :od fron *J1 to
•51 and ueru contorod about *15 • bovrolntiens betvraon ilio rocoll and 
inference Ilona rsuiyuu iron .17 to *60, avoroyiay about Tho ability
to apply principlus niv. to draw inf or unco a yielded an avomyo correlation 
of *4.0, r nay in; froti *jf to *5.1* Tyler aonaludod tliat students did not
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develop corresponding degrees of achievement in nere recall and in 
achievement in such higher nental processes such as the application of 
principles an. the ability to drew inferences.

The results of hcConnell’s study (24:78) at the University of 
Minnesota agree with wha work done by Tyler. llcCcnaell dealt with tests 
in three sueject natter divisions and achievement of three kinds of ob
jectives; namely, knowledge of vocabulary, knowledge of facts and prin
ciples and ability to apply facts and principles. His analysis by the 
method of intercorrolation yielded an average correlation of *66. He 
also studied the extent of differential r.icc.su-'oment by the method of item 
discrimination.

The assumption underlying this procoduro was that on item designed 
to discriminate between stud an :s of high and low ability cn one test 
would do 30 best when its ovr. tost total was used as the criterion rather 
than tho total of a tost designed to measure another objective. Ho found, 
using this method, that tiw average of all aorrolc tlons witldn the throe 
suujoot matter areas was .17 and the average among the three divisions 
was *16. Tils dlfforouco is statistically siguificont and morns that 
'there Is relatively greater Uomo^onioty of bolirvior within objaetlvoa 
titan among obj active groupings.

Other similar atuiioa have resulted in comparable findings. Lodcll 
(5) using a an .tlo of 314 pupils in ninth grade general scienco found a
corrolittion of .65 between performance on itana requiring students to re
call and to infer from acionco principles» Johnson (19) reported slightly 
higher coofficiauta, averaging about »C5> botweon knowledge of fact and 
principles and tho ability to apply lie:; to now situatii.ua in college
science courses, brown (dCtjC), in the area of Uaac economics, reported
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that the correlations between a knowledge of scientific principles of 
cookery and the quality of food cooked or ability of people to manage 
their work was less than *50. iiorrocks {1C) studied the relationship of 
knowledge of facts and principles and the ability to apply then, in the 
area of adolescent development. lie utilized a criterion test of know
ledge and three case study test3 of application in testing three hundred 
upper classmen end graduate students. Each of the case study tests dealt 
with a different problem. The problems were in the social, academic and 
emotional areas, Resulting correlations between the criterion test and 
each of the case studies were •/>£, .41 and .26, respectively.

From the foregoing studios it is apparent that achievement of one 
objective cannot bo inferred from the achievement of another. Renners 
has expressed this point when he concluded: (28:pi)

"'...the educator must dearly define each objective in 
tarns, of the measure of its attainment. The attainment of 
a particular objective cannot be inferred from measured at
tainment of another objective *l,;

2. figfcfftifalV
Though a largo number of retention studios for many different school 

subjects, have boon re period, few have dor It directly with tho problem of 
mailsurlng the relative pormanenay of different kinds of course outcomes. 
In general, the studios show that forgetting proceeds rapidly at first 
and then more slowly, iiuch of what is shown by the usual final examina
tion at tho end of a colloga course is forgotten within four to sir 
months. (2*7:344} Permanency of some outoomas seems to be, however, much 
greater than others. The first feu studies will indicate the general 
nature of retention in college oourses. The latter studies will treat 
the problem of differential permanency of instructional objectives.
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IX
A study of the retention of information learned in college courses 

uas reported by Greone. (15*262) lie tent ion of information demonstrated 
on the final examinations was studied in zoology, psychology, and physi
ological chemistry at intervals ranging from four to twenty months. The 
content of the final examination placed emphasis upon the recognition, and 
recall of specific informs tion rather than problem solving or logical 
organization of material. The final examination, which was given in 
June, was roadministered to thirteen students in zoology, twenty-sir in 
psychology and eighty-eight in che. is try during the following October. 
Allowing for initial learning, approximately one-half of the material re
ported correctly on the Juno final was lost in tho four-month period.
The porportion of the final anamination scores which was retained eight 
months later average'.-, roughly one-quarter for zoology and one-fifth for 
psychology, and at the end of twenty months tills averaged from one-tenth 
to ono-flfth. Che..! a try was not studied boyond the four-month period. 
Greone clso. roportod correlations between the Juno and October scores for 
fifteen subjects in zoology, twenty-sir: in psychology end oighty-eight 
in chemistry. Tho resulting oorrola tions wero .706, .412 end .434., res
pectively. He suggests that the higher correlation in zoology may bo at
tributed to tlie fact that it was a laboratory course and nay have resulted 
in more consistent retention than a lecture course.

Uotson (40) studied tho permanence of material learned in a required 
introductory psychology oourso. One hundred college students were tested 
by typical examination questions for immediate recognition and recall and 
then, having been divide . into aim highly comparable subgroups ranging in 
size from ten to thirty-three, were tested far delayed retention after 
intervals of two, four, six, eight, ten, eighteen, twenty, twenty-two,
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thirty, thirty-two, thirty-four, forty-two, forty-four, forty-six, fifty- 
four, fifty-six and fifty-eight months. hach subgroup was tested for 
three delay periods, a test of different type being used for each inter
val. iatson concluded that although forgetting increased with tine, the 
point of complete forgetting ’./as not reached even after fifty-eight months. 
Different results were obtained for recognition and recoil type items. 
After a delay of two end ono-half months he reported that ninety-seven 
percent retontion occurred on the recognition scoresf oftor a period of 
twelve months eighty-four percent occurred, tho material learned that 
required recall in the teat situations yielded much lo'./er percentages.
For --he two and one-half month tela;’ the percentage was tidrty-seven, for 
six months thirty-four, and for nine months thirty-thrue percent. In 
general, the recognition curves decreased gradually and progressively 
and 'the recall curves decrees-d abruptly and progressively throughout 
the delay ported.

A study of retention of knowledge acquired in a course in general 
psychology i’©ported by burioh (9} shovod a 11 glior degree of permanence 
of learning• '.wo- final examinations constructor. by the Lopc.rtr.wnt of 
Psychology at the University of .lima so to. were used separately to study 
retention over periods of si/: and nine months, fho one anamination con
sisting of single choice, analogy, wrong word and occiplotion typo itons 
waa given at tho completion of c psychology aourso end again nina months 
later to ninety-nina students• the oihor sillier tost contained no com
pletion items but did inaluda matching items and was given as a retest to 
aigkty-tkrao individuals six months later. The tests apparently measured 
largely factual information tut tils cannot be determined from the report, 
the moan score nine months after aouree completion was approximately
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seventy-five percent of the seen ct tlie closo of the course. On the other 
retest after the six-mouth. period, the neon score was ninety percent of 
•che neon at the close of the course. Zurich concluded that retests In 
psychology show that students retain a substantial amount of the measured 
knowledge six and nine months after they have taken the course.

The following studies will review findings where attempts have been 
made to identify separately the permanency of different types of course 
outcases.

Tyler (35; studied the scores of eighty-two typical students in a 
course in elementary zoology who had been givon several typos of oxanina- 
tion exercises at tho close of tho course end again fiftcon months later, 
i'lvo types of performance wore measured. hhuso wore: naming n-rArmt 
structures pictured; identifying technical terms; recalliiy, factual in
formation; applying ..rlr.cL.las to now situations; and interpreting new 
experlrwata» ;Qvaaty-aQven percent of tho gains made during, the course 
in tho ability to nano animal structures was lost in tho flfteen-aonth 
period following* for 'tho abilities to identify to clinical terms and re
call in_or.utian, approximately ono-fourth of tho gain mado waa lost.
The ability to apply soolo-,iool principles to now oltueticno or to inter** 
prut data fron oirporinont j allowed no loaa over tlio fiftoon-cioath rotontioa 
period over, though thcao atudonta had tahon no other aourao in zoology 
during thia tino.

An axporinont ly fort (41}, also in zoology, yielded similar rosuits, 
doporatoly measured courae objootivoa woro studied over a period of three 
years* The ability to apply principles and to interpret now exporinoata. 
donoaatratod in thru a years a porce.utcga increase, fifty—eight and nine— 
toon par cent, respectively, over tho students*' perfomanes at tho end of'
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the course. There was a loss In the sain, nade during the course of over 
fifty percent In ability to remember tenoinology, functions of structures 
end main ideas. Over eighty percent loss occurred in associating nenes 
with structures. Tert*s study showed that retention was greatest in areas 
involving application end interpretation end least in areas involving in
formational objectives.

Five different objectives in high school chemistry were chosen by 
Frutchey (12) to be studied. Those objectives were: selection of factsj 
application of principles; terminology; symbols, fornulns> valence and 
balancing equations. Toate measuring these objectives were given to an 
average of eighty-throe students as a pretest, again nine months Inter 
at the end of the course and a third time ono year after completion of 
the course. The retention results were reported in terns of the percent 
of gain nade in the course that was retained. For selection of facts 
eighty-four percent was retained, ninety-two percent for application of 
principles, sixty-six percent for terminology and about, seventy-one per
cent for symbols, formulas, valence and balancing aquations. Frutchey 
concluded that retention was greatest in tho more general typos of be
havior.

Differential retention was also reported by Tyler in ninth grade 
general science.(30) Sixty-eight pupils were givon the ituch-tfopcnoo teat, 
largely a measure of information, a multiple-choice explanation test, 
a toot requiring students to goneraliso from given facts. The testa wero 
repeated aight months after tho completion of the course. The mean less 
for the Hudi-Foponoo m s  11*1, for tho explanations test 1*6, end for 
the test requiring generalisations 1.2. Apparently the ability to jgcplatn 
and generalise from known facts was retained better than mere information*
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Individual differences in retention of general science subject natter 

involving recall of factual information, ability to explain scientific 
phenomena and ability to draw conclusions fron given data were reported 
by hard.(39) The tests measuring each of these behavioral outcones were 
administered in June and again in iepienber, approximately three and one- 
half months later to sixty-three students. The percentage of forgetting 
during this period was greatest for the factual information and conclu
sion ports, being approximately seventeen percent relative loss. For the 
test requiring the students to explain scientific phenajena, the retention 
was greatest with a noon I033 of 9*1 percent. hard folt. that the find
ings of this study strongly suggest that ability to apply principles and 
to explain phenomena, and problem solving procedures, are retained over 
a long period with slight loss. lie concluded also that the results re
inforce a commonly accepted bollof among educators that the permanent 
outcomes of teaching are to bo found onang the so-called "intangible ob
jectives. ir

C. Nood s£ Jtttdv

The need of tho prosent study is suggested by the following quotation 
from tho Taxonomy• (6:23)

"For the most part, resacrch on problems in retention, 
growth one! transfer has not been very specific with respect 
to tho particular behavior involved. Thus, wo are usually 
not able to determine i'ren this research whither one bind of 
behavior is retained for a longer period of time than another 
or which kinds of educative experiences ore most offTalent 
in producing & particular kind of behavior, heny claims have 
been made for different educational procedures, particularly 
in relation to permanence of learning; but seldom have these 
been buttressed by research finding a."
Judd has said, ( 2 1 'If by any mannn the educational system 

discover how to promote even in the slightest measure the development of
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the higher mental processes, great advantage will ho gained for civilizar* 
tion*** L first step in giving prominence to the so-called higher processes 
is to identify clearly which of these types of learning are of most lash
ing value* The review of literature in the previous section certainly 
strongly suggests such abilities as making inferences end applications 
stand out as demonstrating greater degrees of permanence than acre factual 
information* The need to study other instructional outcomes such as those 
bein,g studied in this investigation then becomes increasingly evident*
In addition, the Taxonomy becomes a highly useful instrument to standard
ize the description of research findings and to facilitate communication 
of these results* luch behaviors as arc studied can be catch more clearly 
and universally identified, a task that has heretofore been difficult*
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CH&FCBR II

PLAIT AI1D PH0C3DDRE

The general plan of this study involved the construction of tests to 
measure a variety of educational objectives in the content area of test 
and neasureoents* These tests were then used to study the relative re
tention of different abilities, Ilorc specifically, items were designed 
to measure each of the following:

1) the ability to recognize or recall basic knowledge
2) the ability to translate this knowledge from one fora to another
3) the ability to interpret data
4) the ability to extrapolate from data

These tests were then administered as a trial test to a group of 
educational psychology students who load completed units on tests and 
measurements. The tests were, then refined and used as instruments to 
study the retention of tho above mentioned abilities . The: refined tost 
was given as a protest^, a test at the completion of the course and a re
test approximately a semester later,

A. trial Iflflt Sfflnstzttotiofl

The trial test oontsined approximately thirty multiple-choice items 
in each of four categories - knowledge, translation, interpretation end 
extrapolation,

1. For purposes of this study, “pretest1* will be used to describe 
the administration of the test at the beginning of the unit, ‘‘test* the 
administration at the end of the unit and “retest1* the administration at 
the end of the four-month retention period.
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1, Hou the Trial Test was Constructed
The staff in the Department of Educational Psychology and Heaetrre- 

nents has worked cooperatively in the development of a syllabus outlining 
the content to he included in Education 62, Hunan behavior and Develop** 
mcnt. The syllabus has fifteen lessons, each containing important con
cepts and principles together with selected questions and readings to aid 
in their study.

Each of these lessons was analyzed, and the listed readings and 
basic materials in the area of tests and measurements were noted* Several 
lessons, particularly those on evaluation, contained a large number of 
measurement concepts and thus provided the major points of contact be
tween the test items end tho course* Attempts were not made to sample 
adequately all measurement ■ concepts in Education 62 but rather the sylla
bus was used to insure the investigator that the content of each test 
situation was covared in the course•

It. may bo inferred fra.: the introductory pages of the syllabus that 
emphasis in t.is course is. not confined to knowledge alone but rather 
that such intellectual abilities and skills as understanding and applica
tion else receive considerable emphasis* The follotring quotation ic tak
en from the syllabus:^

“Tho course is aimed at. helping students to acquire a 
veil-organised body of sound principles which will guide them 
in their efforts to understand behavior and wisely to In
fluence behavior* The emphasis here is upon tho expression, 
body s£ sound arinaiploe* 1 headful of untested beliefs about 
behavior is not psychology* IIor does psychology consist of a 
haphaaard collection of facta about behavior* The aim of
2* The syllabus is a course guide developed hr the staff in the De

partment of Educational Psychology and lisaauromeats at the University of 
Nebraska end is used ty all instructors in teaching Education 62, Hunan 
Uehavior and Development* Copies may be obtained from this department*
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Education 61-62 is to help students to develop a ays ten. of 
trustworthy ideas about the nature of human behavior and
development and how best to put these to use in their work
as teachers,*

Though specific behavioral objectives are not enumerated in the above quo
tation, it should be safe to assume that a thorough comprehension of the 
subject matter is implied.

The Taxonomy was then employed and test items were constructed pat
terned after the definitions set forth in this classification* Items were
devised to measure knowledge and were combined into a single test. On
the level of behavior specified as comprehension, three different abili
ties and skills were considered, resulting in separate tests designed to 
measure translation, interpretation and extrapolation*

Further to Insure the investigator that the content of each test Item 
used paralleled the coverage in Education 62, each of four Instructors 
teaching this course were asked to read and criticize the original list 
of teat items* From the combined comments all materials and test inclu
sions thought to be inappropriate by any instructor wears: excluded from 
the original list of items* i'ke resulting trial test contained lift items 
and required approximately two hours for administration* Thirty of these 
items, were designed to measure knowledge, thirty-two. translation, twenty- 
six interpretation and thirty extrapolation* 1 more complete deooriptioa 
of these objectives and tost situations follows*

2* Description of the Tost Items
In this section the Taxonomy definition will be given for each be

havioral objective being tested, together with illustrative test items*
A. complete copy of the tests may be found in Appendix A«
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a* Knowledge

•qhoouledge, an defined here, involves the recall of spe
cifics and. universe!s, the recall of methods and processes, 
or the recall of a pattern, structure, or setting* For 
measurement purposes the recall situation involves little 
acre than bringing to mind the appropriate material* Al
though some alteration of the material map be required, this 
is a relatively minor part of the task. The knowledge ob
jectives emphasize most the psychological processes of re
membering* The process of relating is also involved in that 
a knowledge test situation requires the organization and re
organization of a problem such that it will furnish the ap
propriate signals and cues for the information and knowledge 
the individual possesses* To use an analogy, if one thinks 
of the mind as a file, the problem in a knowledge test situa
tion is that of finding in the problem or task the appropriate 
signals, cuas and dues which will most effectively bring out 
whatever knowledge is filed or stored *n (61201)
The Taxonony specifies several categories of knowledge including 

knowledge of specifics, knowledge of ways and means of dealing with spe
cifics and knowledge of unlvsrsals and abstractions in a field. Sadi of 
these categories is. represented in the test* An example of a question 
requiring specific knowledge is as follows:

IS* Standard achievement tests are most often reported in:
(!) Standard scores 
(2i raw scores
(3) grade placement scores 
(<4J quotient scores

An example of a question requiring knowledge of ways and means of
dealing with specifics would be:

16* Which of the following beat describes the accepted procedure 
in the use of I *Q* teat results?

(1) give the 1»Q* to the parents and student if they re
quest it and seem serious about the matter*

(2) nover reveal the I.Q. to anybody
(3/ reveal the l.Q* to the parents but not the student
(4) reveal the interpretation of the I.q. to the parents 

or student
An example of a question requiring knowledge of universal# end ab

stractions in a field is:
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4» A generalization that night be made about most standard tests 

is that they:
(1) are difficult for the teacher to administer 
(2; are relatively inappropriate for most things vb do 

in school
(3) are misleading if treated as the sole evidence of 

merit
(4) usually require more time than can be Justified as a 

part of any single course

b. Comprehension
"This represents the lowest level of understanding, It refers 

to a type of understanding or apprehension such that the indi
vidual knows what is being communicated end can use of the 
material or idea being communicated without necessarily relat
ing it to other material or seeing 1-a fullest implications." 
(6:204)
The Taxonomy distinguishes three kinds of skills and abilities in

volved in comprehension:
TranslationA m SS9XEB£n 3b S8»

"Comprehension as evidenced by the care and accuracy with 
which the: communication is paraphrased or rendered from, one 
language or fern, of communication to another. Translation is 
Judged on the basis of faithfulness and accuracy, that Is, on 
the extant to which the: material in the original communication 
is preserved although the form of the communication has been 
altered • * (61204)
Jkaunplos of questions constructed to measure translation ore:
40. 4 major use of testing is for diagnosis. Which of the fellow** 

ing test situations represents the best example of the fore
going statement!

(1) a comprehensive aakievemont battery at the end of 
high school

(2) an achievement battery given aarly in the year 
□l an intelligence teat
(4) a series of tests used to determine a student * s grade

41. If Bill scored at the BSth percentile in Bocial Service on the 
Ihider Preference Tost, it would indicate that:

(1) Bill got S&l of the answers correct
(2) ho has more ability in Social Service than ££,< of his 

norm, group
(3) only 12;. of the norm group showed more interest in 

Social Service than he did
(A) that £8 out of 1QQ will do better than he rijd an this 

test
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The first exercise involves translation of a formal 3tatenant by re
quiring the student to identify a concrete example. The second item in
volves the translation of quantitative data to its corresponding verbal 
meaning.

Interpretation
"The explanation or summarization of & communication.

Lhereas translation involves an objective part-for-part 
rendering of a communication, interpretation involved a re
ordering, rearrangement, or a new view of the material.11 
(6(20$)

Examples of interpretation items would be;
Data ore given below on five pupil3 enrolled in a d a 3s of thirty 
ninth graders. The test data ore based on performance at the end 
of the first semester, dead over the summary and then show to 
which pupil each statement best fits by marling the pupil's number 
on the answer sheet .

Ss&g. Ash. Tsst gg&Sfeta
M l  JLtka £& SlfiSSArith. Reaff. Lapp.
1 88 9.1 8.0 8.3 20
2 99 9.7 9.6 9.5 14
3 132 9.5 9.8 10.2 12
4 138 11.8 12.3 12.0 3
5 101 10.0 10.1 10.9 4

42. The pupil who should bo doing considerably better in his 
school achievement.

43. The accuracy of the I.i.. seems most doubtful in vMeli case?
44. A bright student caking good use of Ida ability.
45. i'aaahor regards abilitiaa too highly according to tost results.
46. Toucher's rani; most consistent with teat scores.
Each of 'the foregoing:: situations involves the ability to deal with 

a configuration of ideas or date recognising the l-oletion and relative 
importance of each. The inferences or generalisations made froti the 
data do not extend beyond the data but are conf ined to the material pre
sented.
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Bxtraoolation

wi‘h0 extension of trends or tendencies beyond the riven data 
to determine implications, consequences, corollaries, effects, 
etc., which are in accordance with, the conditions described 
in the original canrmnicntion." (6:205)
Bxsmpleg of extrapolation would be;
'.'he five students for whom the data are given below are in hinder-' 
garten. These test data are based on test performance at the be— 
.ginning of the second semester. After examining the data indicate 
which pupil best fits each of the following statements by nark
ing the number of the student on the answer sheet.

1IJL. on Stanford Percentile Rank oq 
Student Cjjh• Binet Readiness Test.

1 5-10 7-4 72
2 6—4 5—4 22
3 5-10 5-5 64
4 5-8 5-6 45
5 5-6 6-10 38

Which student:
48. Is apparently in need of stimuli? ting experiences but has 

fairly high aptitude?
50. Apparently cones from a very stimulating environment?
51* Is most characteristic of the average for this group?
52. Can you predict will have the lowest ability three years 

from this time?
The first two situations require the student to extend the implica

tions of the date to another topic or situation. The third situation re
quires extension from a sample to a universe. The last item involves 
tine dimension and requires prediction on the basis of the data presented.

To assure the investigator that each tost iton corresponded to the 
definitions as sot forth in the Taxonomy, pooled judgments of several 
poopie were involved and whenever any doubt was evident about the nature 
of classification of the item it was revised or eliminated. The Taxonomy 
itself provides extensive definitions and descriptions of each of these
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specified behaviors together with illustrative test itesis* Such a de
vice enables test builders dearly to Identify the process or behavior 
being measured.

B. The Trial Test
1. The Trial Test Group

Seventy-five students who were enrolled in Education 62 during the 
summer of 1956 comprised the trial test group. The group was fairly typi
cal with the exception that a slightly higher percentage of students with 
teaching experience were enrolled at this tine.

The classes in which tho trial teat was administered were using the 
sane syllabus and tort as were used later by the groups studied in the 
retention test. All units containing material in the test had been com
pleted at the tine of the test.

2. Trial Test Administration
The trial teat, was given by tho respective instructors in Education 62 

during two successive periods imodiatcly prior to tho final e:caaiaaticn. 
The students were iafomad that part of the test would receive sane weight 
In detomlning their final grade. They were not informed which items 
would be used for final grading and thus adequate testing motivation was 
assured.

The tost was administered as a power tost* i.e. ample tine was pro
vided for all membara to attempt all items. In tho case of a few members 
who could not finish within tho two periods> additional tins was allotted 
during a third period or by speeial arrangement.
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C. Refinement of the Test

1. Item Analysis
The items in. each test were examined for difficulty and dlscrlmlnsr* 

tion ability* The test item difficulty, in terms of the percentage of 
the group who responded correctly to each item, is reported in Appendix B. 
The average level of difficulty for the knowledge pretest was approximate- 
ly sixty-seven percent. The remaining three tests averaged about fifty- 
five percent difficulty. Items ranged in level of difficulty on all tests 
from approximately twenty percent to cbove ninety percent and clustering 
about the averages.

Item, discrimination was determined by correlating each item with the 
total test score. To obtain these correlations the upper and lower 
twenty-seven percent of the distribution designated as the criterion 
variable were first. Identified. The proportions, were then entered in an 
item analysis table (10) to identify the appropriate estimated correla
tion coefficients. Such coefficients indicate the tendency for students 
who make high scores on the total test to mark the individual item cor
rectly. These correlations are also reported for each item in Appendix B.

To appraise items with regard to tho itom-criterion correlations it 
was first necessary to eliminate items in each teat exceeding the stand
ard error of the tost correlations. The formula for tho standard error 
1st U2t296)

S 1
Y  K=J—

where is the standard error of a correlation coefficient and N Is 
the number of cases taking the test. Substituting in this formula,

S.E. s  1
// 7 5 * - "
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the resulting standard error was .12. On this basis size items were 
eliminated from the knowledge test, two from translation, two from in
terpretation and four from, the extrapolation test. These items were not 
used in any further analysis.

The appraisal of the remaining items was not done solely on the basis 
of these statistics but consideration was given to logical analysis of the 
item content. An attempt was made to select the items which measured a 
different aspect of content.

Additional attention was given to the foils or distractors of the 
items. An individual count was made to determine the frequency of use of 
each separate foil. From this count the weak distractors were revised or 
strengthened so as to insure their usefulness. In a few eases where ef
fective foils could not be devised another item was used in its {dace.

2. Evidence of Reliability
The distribution of scores for each test were examined for central 

tendency (42*24) and standard deviation (42*57). The odd-even reliability 
for each test was then estimated with the use of the Spcaraan-Orown pro
phecy formula (42*332). Tho formula is*

r** » 2 r°«
1 ♦ ̂

where ryy is the coefficient of reliability of the teat and r<j* is the 
coefficient of correlation botween odd and even items. In Table I a 
summary of these data for each test is provided.

Inspection of Table I reveals relatively lower reliability for the 
knowledge test. The small number of items together with their restricted 
variation probably accounts for the semevhet low coefficients. These re
sults on the trial test made it evident that the number of items could 
not be reduced greatly or the reliability of the testa would be low.
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TABLE I

Keans, Standard Deviations and Spearnan«3rowtt 
Estimates of Reliability for Tests

Test No* of 
Items Kean Standard

Deviation
Odd-Even

Correlation
Reliability
Coefficient

Knowledge 24 16 .16 3.46 .463 .651
Translation 30 16.20 4.43 .564 .721
Interpretation 24 12.46 3.07 .516 •661
Extrapolation 26 13-46 3.02 .542 .703

3* HsP9̂ «me^ty o£ £egt B,i&glfls
To ascertain whether or not the four types of tests constructed were 

measuring separate behaviors, on F-tost of significance for departure from 
homogeneity waa applied* This technique proposed by lleidt. is designed to 
determine whether individuals react in a significantly different manner 
to Items between or among areas in a test than they do to items: within 
areas* The technique does not guarantee homogeneity within a given area 
but Indicates a relatively greater lads of homogeneity between or among; 
areas than within areas* The values of F are determined by the formula

l -
where Fv Is the average intra-oraa coefficient and rt is the averago 
inter-orea coefficient of correlation*

decree were obtained separately for tile odd and oven items of eaeh 
teat* Inter- and intra-oroa correlations necessary for substitution into 
the formula are shown in Table 2*
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TABLE 2

Intra- and Inter-Correlations Between. Tests

Test
Test Knowledge Transit

tion
Interpreta

tion
Extrapola

tion
Odd Even Odd Even Odd Even Odd Even

Odd
Knowledge

3ven -483
.576
.422

.578

.288
.536
.513

•282
.480

.389

.381
.458
-498

Odd
Translation

Even .564
.419
.533

.317

.250
.344
.324

•476
.483

Odd
Interpretation

Even .516
.426
.223

.607

.354
Odd

Extrapolation
Even .542

The correlations were averaged according to the function -£■ lcge
3Lt E, the resulting intra- end inter-area correlations substituted into 
1 - r
the formula and E'-valuea obtained for each, pair of teats. Theso values 
are reported in Table 3.

Inspeotion of the date, in Table 3 ahowa that the values of F between 
translation and interpretation, translation and extrapolation end interpre
tation and extrapolation are significant at tho five percent level of 
confidence indicating that these testa are heterogenous with respect to 
each other. The knowledge test does not depart significantly from the 
others» although the F-voluoa d o  only approach tho five percent level.

There seemed to be sufficient evidence to warrant the continued use of the
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TABLE 3

Values of F Between Tests For" 
Departure From Homogeneity

Test Test
Translation Interpretation 3s1

Knowledge 1.21 1.17 1.30
Translation 1.68* 1.64*
Interpretation 1*49*
Required for significance , 74 and 74 degrees of freedom, 1% - 1,74**

%  ■ 1*47*
four separate tests in light of the fact that a further check on the 
heterogeneity of the different tests would be made with a larger sample 
at the time of second testing in the retention experiment.

D. fif & 2  Refined Sfflgfr

1. Description pf the Test
The refined test contained ninety-fivo tost Items end required ap

proximately one and one-half to two hours for administration. The Items 
x/ere distributed according to behavior measured as follows*

Number of Items 
Knowledge 24
Translation 24
Interpretation 23
Extrapolation 2A

Total 95
These items were combined In a single teat booklet entitled '‘Examination on 
Tests and iieaaurameats'*. Although the knowledge items appear first in 
the booklet* the remainder ore somewhat scattered, as often questions 
measuring a different behavior refer to the same group of data. The
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booklet Is prefaced with a statenant of the purpose of the examination 
for the testee's benefit. A copy is included in Appendix C.

From. the original trial test twenty-nine items were eliminated and 
four entirely new items were added. Fourteen of the trial test items 
were eliminated on the basis of low or negative itemr-criterion correla
tions. Seventeen items* upon further examination of responses and indi
vidual distractors* were found to be weak items and could not be effect
ively revised to eliminate ambiguity and to insure effectiveness of all 
distractors. Four new items were added and were patterned after items 
that seemed to bo statistically and logically valid items.

2. Description of the Subjects
The test was administered as a pretest to jC6 students enrolled is 

Education 62. At the time of the final examination 310 students took the 
test. The scores of this latter group were used for analysis, of the 
examination.

The majority of these students were sophomores comprising approxi
mately eighty percent of tho group. The remainder wore: juniors and seniors* 
with a very small number of seniors In the sample. Elementary education 
was the most frequently listed major* but the sample included students 
majoring in twenty-nine different fields. The students had all taken 
Education 61* or its equivalent* as a prerequisite course to Education 62. 
For those listed* this requirement was satisfied by Psychology 70 for 
twenty students* Home Economics 91 for nine students and approximately 
ten percent by .-sychology credit from another school.

The Linguistic or L-soore on the American Council on Education 
Psychological Stamination was obtained for 255 of the sample students.
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The3Q scores were obtained for the purpose of correlating a nessure of 
scholastic aptitude with each, separate test*

Of the 310 subjects, 301 had also token the pretest* These 301 stu
dents were requested approsinctoly one semester later to participate in 
a retest. Sane of these students were requested by instructors in vari
ous classes and sons bp uc.il. L copy of the request letter is shown in 
Appendix D* The results of 172 students obtained approximately four 
months later wore ernnined in the 3tudy of retention.

Treatment of the Data

1* Ita/i Difficulty and Pis crimination
3ach of tho teat items was then analyzed to determine item diffi

culty and the correlation of each item with its respective teat total*
The difficulty was expressed in toms of percentage of the c*°HP *&© 
narked it. correctly* The discrimination ability of each item was osti- 
rxted with tho uso of an itau analysis table. (10)

Tho reliability' of each toot m o  eotlmatod using tlio Jpoaraan-drown 
and ilidor-di ohardaon toclmiquoo* Tho bpcorusn-..roun formula was shcun 
oarlior in this chapter* Tlio kudor-diakardaon formula is: (lit334.)

*ta = t ft ) t . S X r  M l
a-l a \  '

where n s tho nunbor of items in tho test
p — the proportion of aubjocta responding correctly to an item
q s I-p 
2 * the variance of tlio total test scores
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Both of these formulas assume homogeneity of test content and will yield 
stallsr results if this assumption is net*

3* Homogeneity of Tests
The F-test for departure from homogeneity was applied to the result® 

of this test. This analysis was for the purpose of further investigating 
the feasibility of using the separate test results in the retention study. 
The sane test was previously applied to the trial test results and ha® 
been described*

4* Evidence of Validity
Though logical validity of the examination questions was established 

by the relating of the questions to the course objective, further evi
dence of validity was obtained using a semi-external criterion. The 
final course narks were correlated with the results of each.test. In 
order to take Into account the differing degrees of variation among the 
grading practices of tlio various instructors tho final' grades were con
verted to standard units. To do tala, the muano and standard deviation® 
wore computed for tho grade distribution of cacli instructor, tho separate 
grades convertod to a standard score and then each standard saoro was 
converted to a scaled unit outlaying a ten-unit scale.

'.ha final mark included ilia results of tho toot used in the experi
ment and therefore the results are sonov/liat a purl quo * however, tna.a£mah 
as the course grades represent tlio combined results of oil types, of ap
praisal by tlio instructor, it would soon to furnish important evidence 
concerning the appropriatonoss of the test. The weight given to this 
test as a pert of' tils course grade varied among instructors, but in stoat 
oases comprised less than oaa-uixth of the final mark.
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Correlation, coefficients were computed between the American Council 

on Tducution L-Score3 and, each, of the tests. The L-scores were expressed 
in staminas, a one to nine standard scale, and these scores were avail
able on 255 students who took the test.

5. Retention
Of the 301 students who took both the pretest end test after eoople- 

tion of the unit, 172 responded to the request to take the retest. It 
uns necessary to determine whether or not this group was a suitable 
sample frou the parent population. The hypothesis tiu-t there was no sig
nificant difference between the croup that took the retest and the group 
that did not was evaluated using the formula for separate group variance 
which ist (42*130)

where is: the mean of the first croup
Xg is tho mean of the second group
x^2 t'j t-ho sum. of the squared deviations of the scores away from

the moan of tho first, group

the mean in tho second group 
1£̂  is the number of oases in the first group 
ivg is the number of cases in the aeaond group 

The obtained value of t is evaluated for significance using (K^-l) or 
fKj-ll degrees of freedom*

To discover the degree of relationship between the a core a on 
test administration, correlation coefficients wore computed between the

is the sum of the squared deviations of ‘the scores away from
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pretest gnf' the test, the test the retest, end the pretest cud the 
retest. The correlations reveal the degree to which changes in one of 
the variables are accompanied by changes in the other variable.

Further, to determine if the differences between the means of scores 
on each of these test administrations were significant beyond, chance, a 
test of significance for correlated data was employed. To do this it was 
first necessary to find the standard error of differences between the 
means. The formula for thi3 is as follows: (17:126)

r12 m Correlation between the two sets of means 
The standard error of the mean may be estimated directly from the 

sum of squares using the formula:(17:6$)

The standard error of tho dlfforenoes botvoon the moons may then be 
dlvldod into tho dlfforenoes between the moons to obtain a t-valuc. This 
t-value is evaluated using the t-table with 17-1 degrees of freedom.

detention was also studied by computing the average gain retained for 
each of the teats. To do this tho differences between tho pretest »rvd 
test were summatad, and divided into tha sum of the differences between 
pretest and retest. The results were engrossed in toms of the percent 
of the materiel learned in the course that was retained approximately 
four months later.

where <T%l - Standard error of the mean of the first distribution 
(T% 2 s Standard error of the moan of the second distribution

where s the sum of the squared deviations from the mean 
N = tho number of cases in the sample
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To ascertain, whether or not these percentages were significantly dif
ferent from each other it was necessary to employ tests of significance 
of difference between percentages. The fomuls, for the standard error of 
the difference between correlated percentages is;(17;19tl

rl2 * correlation of percentages in pairs of samples 
The standard error of a percentage may be found by the formulas (17*175}

The obtained standard error of the difference nay then be divided 
into the difference between tho percentages to obtain a t-value. This 
value' nay be evaluated using l.’-l degrees of free don.

To discover further evidence of retention, the individual Items of 
all tests were studied, Tho following iton combinations were tabulated*

1) Urong on pretest - right on the test - wrong on retest,
2} Urong on pretest - right on the test - right on retest.

It was assumed that items which frequently olid tod the firot pattern 
measured materiel thct was learned in the course but was likely to be for
gotten, The second pattern would indicate items that gave evidence of 
permanence of behavior learned. Since the items were all multiple-choice, 
tha factor of chance for each of these combinations was subtracted before 
frequencies: were considered as evidence. The individual items were then

where (Tp^ z. standard error of the first percentage 
(Tp2 s standard error of the second percentage

where p s percentage in tho selected category 
q = 1-p
M = Number in the sample
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examined to note the type of behavior they measured or the occtxranee of 
any types of item, patterns other than those originally set forth in the 
construction of the tests*
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CHAPTER III

m n m rcs  of tee  study

A. £nm\v«t|»t of the Tests

The analysis of the tests will be considered first* The results of 
the retention study will be reported in the latter part of the chapter*

1* Itgg P^iculty
The test item, difficulty reported in terns of the percent of the 

group who responded correctly to ecch iten is shown in Table 4* For the 
knowledge test the average level of difficulty was 62.13 percent. The 
averages for translation, interpretation and extrapolation were 60*45, 
60*61 and 56*52, respectively* Examination of the Individual difficulty 
percentages shows that the items tend to duster about the means with 
slightly more items in the upper percentages. Tho peroentages on all 
teats aeon to be well distributed with no items either being answered 
correctly or missed by one hundred percent of the ijroup. Fov items on 
any testa wore bolow tho twenty percent level of difficulty, but a few 
were above the ninety percent level, ninety-four being the highest*

Although it can be shown methematically that maximum, discrimination 
can bo achieved when the average difficult;.'' is fifty poroent, ouch per— 
oentagoo as arc reported arc distributed adequately to nohiove aufficicnt- 
ly high discrimination* Furthermore, a teat which has an average diffi
cult;' higher than fifty percent is leas likely to be discouraging to the 
teatoe*
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2• I ten. Dl3 origination
The correlation coefficients for each item. with its respective test 

total are shown in Table 4. The correlations are also reported for each 
item with the total score when all tests are combined. These latter 
correlations will be analyzed in the following section.

The first step in evaluating these correlations was to compute the 
standard error of a correlation coefficient for this sample. The formula 
for the standard error became SJ3. s 1 and the re suit infir
value was found to be .057. Only two such items were found to exceed 
this limit, both being in the translation test, numbers 31 and 35. These 
items were eliminated in that such correlations would indicate that they 
were not effectively performing the seme function as tho other items: in 
the same test. Those two items, being eliminated, ware not considered 
further or used in tha retention tost.

-iOst of tho item correlations were sufficiently high to be con
sidered highly discriminating. If a coefficient of *4.0 wore arbitrarily 
selected us. a highly desirable standard, fifty such items, appear la the 
teat, or approximately fifty-four paroent of the total items • The items 
in the knowledge and translation tests contributed favor highly discrimi
nating items than did the other testa. In tho knowledge teat, thirty- 
seven percent of the items were above this standard end forty—two percent 
wore above tha standard on tlio translation test. I*’or tho interpretation 
and extrapolation toots the corresponding poroonta '..•ere sixty-five 
sixty-throe* respectively.
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Item Difficulty and. Item Discrimination 
for Tost Scoro and Combined Total Score

Test „It?° Humber
Percent
Correct
Keeoonse

Correlation 
with 

Test Score
Correlation with 

Combined 
Total Score

Knowledge 1 75 •60 .36
2 74 •22 .14
3 56 .36 .21
4 95 •22 .34
5 55 .26 .17
6 76 •36 .31
7 39 .31 .12
8 52 •25 .13
9 45 . a .32

10 74 .36 .25
11 56 .39 .35
12 65 .67 .50
13 40 .44 .27
14 36 .42 .27
15 92 .53 •16
16 51 .37 .27
17 66 .17 .0318 62 .15 •10
19 76 .56 .36
20 76 .51 .46
21 21 •24 .25
22 74 .54 .58
23 65 .32 .16
24 34 .31 •10

Translation 25 45 .52 •3126 59 .58 .4327 73 .40 .3328 91 .28 •21
29 93 .50 .4530 26 .21 •20
31 65 .00 -.1532 64 .38 .26
33 13 .55 .30
34 5 •40 .3435 67 -.27 .00
36 35 .28 .1937 72 .33 .37
38 60 .30 .20
39 69 .45 .34
40 60 .41 .34
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Table 4 (Continued)

Test ItemIfanber
Percent
Correct
Response

Translation 41 68
(Cont.) 54 85

63 77
66 52
32 93
83 68
86 54
89 66

Correlation Correlation with
with Combined

Test Score______Total Score
*37 .30
*20 .07
.36 .42
.38 0 2
.37 .23
.43 •48
.45 .38
.47 .54

Interpretation

Ixtrcpolatioa

92 90 *49 .32
43 44 .39 .22
44 88 .63 .41
45 50 .42 •24
46 45 .45 .32
47 93 .39 •46
53 94 .34 .51
55 £9 .51 .50
57 76 .55 .38
53 13 .37 .36
59 92 .52 •26
60 40 .46 .38
64 69 .45 .50
67 38 .39 .37
69 39 .48 .54
72 58 .32 •26
73 57 .51 .59
75 52 .32 .25
84 82 .53 .39
85 81 .54 .25
92 42 .66 .56
93 34 .66 .51
94 22 .35 .19

48 64 #44 .47
49 94 .32 .34
50 19 .54 .46
51 74 .44 •4452 91 .43 .37
56 63 07 •00
a 42 .32 .08
62 54 .45 .51
65 23 .45 .24
63 64 .33 .26
70 55 .36 •36
71 55 .26 .15
74 41 .35 a9
76 56 .50 .4277 67 .36 .40
78 34 .52 .42
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Table L (Concluded)

Item.
liunber

Percent Correlation Correlation with
Test Correct with Combined

Kesnonse Test Score Total Score
Extrapolation 79 33 .45 .28

(Cont.) 80 92 .53 .53
81 39 .46 .36
87 91 .56 .37
88 76 .28 .14
90 33 .85 .73
91 50 .58 .58
95 44 •49 .51

Setting of such arbitrary standards for appraisal of test item 
correlations as a rule depends on the use made of the test. ~hen sel
ection of items is being node it la appropriate to choose first the 
items yielding tho highest correc tions and to accept the lower ones as 
necessary. With regard to pre-set standards in the case of a test, Lind- 
quiot (21t315) suggests that correlations of .20 to .30 ore characteristic 
of heterogenous test material end somewhat higher coefficients character
ise more homogeneous materials. By construction, the tests in this study 
were intended to measure somewhat hoaoganooua behaviors and, therefore,
•30 might be accepted as a doslrablo lovor limit tO' appraise the items. 
Only fifteen, or oovontocn porcent of tlio items of tho total group, fall 
below this limit. West of tho items are in the knowledge «nd translation 
tests with six in each. Tho remaining throe arc in tlio test on extrapo
lation.

3* &£ S a M U t e
The Spearnon-drown end the ihider-dichardson estimate a of reliability 

are shown in Table 5* The relatively small number of items included in 
each test is the major reason for the somewhat low reliabilities reported.
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table 5

Spearman-Brown and Kuder-Hlcbardson 
Estimates of Reliability

Test
Humber
of
Items

Odd-Even
Correlation

Spearman-
Brown
Estimate

Knder^
Richardson
Estimate

Knowledge 24 .297 •458 •495
Translation 22 .290 .450 .507
Interpretation 23 .477 •646 .531
Extrapolation 24 .440 .611 .537

In answer to the question of how reliable a test must be in order to 
meet standards of acceptability, Kelley (22:609) bos been widely quoted* 
He suggests that a minimum reliability coefficient of *50 be set. to 
evaluate level of group accomplishment. Using such a standard!, the 
tests employed in this experiment meet an acceptable level when referring 
to the Kuder-Richardaon estimates. The knowledge and translation testa 
fall slightly below using the 3pecrmon-Groun estimates.

Certainly higher reliability would be more desirable Tor teats hav*» 
ing such functiona to perform as in this experiment* However, the limits 
ing factor of testing timo ashes it tremendously difficult to employ 
tests with larger number of items* To do so would neoessitate the 
elimination of some of the tosts indudod*

4. s£ laalfi
One positive indioation of homogeneity of the behavior measured ty 

the' different tests ean be noted by inspection of the item correlations;
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in Table 4. Since the total score constitutes the criterion vith which 
each item is compared , the higher the correlation the more the behavior 
of each item is like the behavior measured by the total test. It jmey be 
noted that when ell of the tests are combined into one single test score 
and the items correlated with this total, most of the item coefficients 
are reduced. This reduction would indicate a greater heterogeneity of 
test content when the tests were combined or conversely a greater homo
geneity of content in the separate tests.

Closer inspection of the individual item correlations reveals that 
few of the items on any test increase in discrimination ability when the 
total test is used as a criterion. There are four such items in the 
knowledge test, six 'in the test of translation, five in interpretation 
and five in the extrapolation test. The differences arc, in most coses, 
very small, however, and all of the rest of the items show higher corre
lations' when using their own respective testa as the criterion. It can 
be concluded from this analysis that there is greater homogeneity of be
havior within tho tests than there is tiion tho tests are combined. It is 
net possible from Table 4, however, to deteimine tho degree to vhjofe each 
test is homogeneous with respect to each other tost. To test this hypo
thesis an F-tcat for departure from homogeneity was applied. Intra- and 
inter-area correlations necessary for substitution into the formula are 
shown in Table 6.

For each test the inter— and intra-area correlations were averaged 
and tha F-valuaa computed. Tho resulting F-volues are sham in Table 7.

Inspection of Table 7 shows that, vith 309 and 3Q9 degrees of free
dom, the resulting F—valutas ore signif icant beyond the one percent level 
of confidence between knowledge end translation, knowledge and interpretation
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TABLE 6

Intra<- and Inter-Area Correlations Between Teats

1 Subtest
Subtest

Knowledge
Tranala«-
tlon

Ixrterpre- 
_ tation. .

Extrapola—
tlon

Odd Bren Odd Even 03d Even Odd Even
Odd

Knowledge
Even .297

-.239 .109 
.291 .347

.266 .253 

.227 .351
•272 .224 
.323 .432

Odd
Translation

Even .290
.330 .209 
.316 .313

.387 -.058 
•288 .292

Odd
Interpretation

Even •477
•491 .537 
.311 .399

Odd
Extrapolation

Even .440

TlTtT.Ht. *f

Values of 7 Tor Testa of Homogeneity 
Between Tests

Sttbtest Translation Interpretation Extrapolation

Knowledge 1.388** 1.332** 1.178
Translation 1.310* 1.423**
Interpretation 1.065
Required for significance* 309 and 309 degrees of freedom, 1£ s 1*22**

5* *1*32*
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and translation and extrapolation. The F-value for translation and in
terpretation is significant at the five percent level* The F-velnes 
between knowledge and interpretation and interpretation and extrapolation 
were not significant. The hypothesis that behaviors measured ’07 the dif
ferent tests were heterogeneous with respect to each other can then be 
retained between all tests except knowledge and extrapolation and interpre
tation and extrapolation* It may also be noted that even though the 7- 
value between knowledge and extrapolation did not reach the five percent 
level of confidence it closely approached this value.

It would seen desirable on the basis of this analysis to combine the 
interpretation end extrapolation tests since they do not perform, separate 
functions* This was done, and the resulting F-values when these two teats 
were combined are shown in Table C.

TABL22 8

Values of F lor Tests of Homogeneity Between Tests 
(Interpretation - Extrapolation Combined}

Tost Translation Interpretstlcn-

Knowledge 1.388** 1.358**
Translation 1.489**
Required for significance, 618 and 309 dogreea of freedom, n 1*22**

%  • 1.32*

Inspection of Table 8 with 618 end 3C9 degrees of freedom, shown that 
values of F are significant beyond the one percent level of confidence. 
The hypothesis that these three tests are heterogeneous with respect to 
each other can be retained.
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As a result of this analysis the tests for Interpretation and 

extrapolation were combined for the retention study described in the 
latter part of this chapter,

5. Evidence of Validity
The logical or content validity of the exanina tlon would seen to be 

fairly clearly established through the process of carefully Hatching the 
content of each item with the definition as set forth in the Taxonomy. 
Further assurance would be obtained by carefully analyzing each test item 
to eliminate ambiguity of the question or any distractors employed,

A semi-external criterion, namely final course marks, was also em
ployed to obtain a measure of empirical validity. The resulting correla
tions between the tests end the final grades were as follows:

The final course marlc for Education 62 included the results of these 
tests as a part of the courao grade. The correlations reposted are some
what spurious, although for most instructors the teat constituted little 
more than one-sixth of the final grade.

Assuming that the combined methods of appraisal, i,e, the final 
course marks, represent valid estimates of the degree to which the in
tended objectives are accomplished, a high positive relationship between 
the teats and the grades would be expected» such a relationship is shown, 
although the reported coefficients might bo expected to be somewhat 
higher. The slightly higher coefficient between the knowledge test and

Knowledge
Translation

JL.
.623
.56?

Interpretation-
Extrapolation 525
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the coarse Bark perhaps suggests that the final, course mark contains a 
nore generous allottment of types of appraisal measuring this objective*

It seamed also highly desirable that the relationship between, each 
test and a measure of scholastic aptitude be found* The L-score of the 
American Council on Education Psychological Examination was used for this 
purpose and the resulting correlation coefficients between this value 
and each test are as follows:

£22* _£~
Knowledge .364
Translation *362
Interpretation- 
Extrapolation *343

It is evident from the inspection of these coefficients that the 
magnitude of relationship between the L-acore and each test is very simi
lar. It would seem safe to assume that the influence of the scholastic 
aptitude factor, as measured ty the American Council on Education Psychologi
cal Examination, is. equally present in the performance required, by the 
separate tests.

3. The Study off Retention

In the previous sootion evidence was found indicating that two of 
the original four teats should be combined, in that they did net seem to 
be performing separate functions. Further evidence indicated that once 
two of these tests were combined the resulting three tests measured 
functions heterogeneous with respect to each other. The three' tests, 
namelyt knowledge; translation and interpretation-surtrepoletion{ were used 
in the study of retention. The test was readministered apprnartnmtaiTiy
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four m<mthg after the test at the end of the unit to 172 of the original 
students who took both the pretest and the unit test* In the following 
pages the nature of the material retained is analyzed.

1. The Retention Group
The students who took the retest were contacted both through other 

classes and by mail. The largest percentage in any single course front 
which test results were obtained was found in Education 141 where approxi
mately twenty-six percent were contacted. Several students were contacted 
in elementary education courses and a few in home economics. The re
mainder were scattered and were reached directly by mail or contacted 
personally. 1 snail group did report and took the test, as,a group ac
cording to a prearranged schedule. The Instructions accompanying the ad
ministration. are essentially contained in the letter, a copy of which is 
in Appendix D .

The possibility that subject matter lenrned in other courses might 
transfer was considered. Two courses likely to yield large amounts of 
positive transfer in the area being tested wore courses in Educational 
Measurement and Evaluation, Education 2S3, and Principles and Practices 
of Guidance, Education 229. Upon inquiry it was found that these courses 
were not offered during the semester corres.. ending with the retention 
period. Inquiry and examination of the content of Education 141, Princi
ples and Practices of Teaching in the Secondary Jchoola, revealed that 
very little was covered in the area of tests or testing during the sem
ester involved. Apparently large amounts of transfer would not be derived 
from the courses the students were taking during the retention period.
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To determine whether or net the sample who took the retest was 

characteristic of the population from which it was drawn, a significance 
test was applied. The test scores of the students at the end of the unit 
were utilized. The hypothesis was tested that there was no difference 
between the group who took the retest and the group who did not. The 
means and t-otatistice are reported for the difference between the sample 
and non-sample for each test.

Test Hean of 
Retest Group

Heap, of Hon- 
Retest Grout)

t

Knowledge 15*24 14.60 1.72-
Translation 13.83 12.92 2.66**
Interpretation-
Extrapolation 27.88 27.47 .58

For 171 degrees of freedom, a value of 1.96 is required at the five 
percent level and 2.58 at the one percent level of confidence. The 
hypothesis that there is no difference in groups can be retained for the 
knowledge and interprets tion-cxtrapolationa tests and rejected in the 
oase of the test of translation* However, in light of the fact, that 172, 
or fifty-seven percent, of the original population was obtained in the 
sample and there was only one test that showed a significant difference, 
it was concluded that the group retested was representative of tho total 
group.

2* M ft&Sfifi&aa fletween Pretest -  -  detest

The resulting correlation coefficients between the three administra
tions of each test ore shown in Table 9*

It can bo noted by inspection of these correlations that the rela
tionship of performance on the successive administration is positive in
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TABLE 9

Correlation. Coefficients Between the Three 
Administrations of the Tests

SB

Correlation CoefficientsTest Pretest - Test Test - Hetest Pretest - Retest

Knowledge .391 .409 .274
Translation .492 .289 .470
Interpretation-
Extrapolation .537 .599 .429

all cases, although not to a high degree. Sli htly higher relationships 
reported for the interpretation-ocrtrapolation test suggest that relative 
performance on this test is more nearly the same than on the knowledge 
and translation tests. These correlations are not directly comparable, 
however, due to the smaller number of items and lower reliabilities of 
the knowledge and translation tests.

Such correlations Indicate the errtant to which individuals tend to 
maintain their relative rani: on the tests on successive administrations. 
They do not reveal the magnitude of difference in performance from test 
to test.

3. LffiffEMMaq tek Aaag«» LraEaafflflflOT £&£ Various laflfc Adminlstra-

To determine if the difference in mean performance on the various 
tost administrations were significant, a t-teat for correlated data waft 
applied. In Table 10 the differences together with the accompanying 
t-valuaa ore shown.

tlona
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Differences in Mean Scores and the Accompanying t-value 
Between the Three Administrations of the Tests

Combination
Pretest - Test Test - Hetest Pretest - Retest

Knowledge Biff s 
t s

-3.65
10.42

Diff
t

= 2.65 
= 10.19

Diff = -1.00 
t = 3.33

Translation Diff s 
t s

-2.78
13.29

Diff
t

= 2.04 
= 8.16

Diff = -.74 
t = 2.74

Intarpretation-
Zxtrepolation

Diff = 
t =

-5.18
12.33

Diff
t

= 400 
• 9.11

Diff = -1.08 
t * 2.57

Required for significance, 171 degrees of freedom, 2$ m 2*32
US = 2.58

It is revealed by inspection of these t-volues that all differences 
are significant beyond the one percont level of confidence except the 
difference botvean the protest end rotost for lntorprotation-enrtrapola- 
tion. This value is significant at the two percent levol. These results 
show that, on the average, a significant amount of material was loomed 
in the course, a significant amount was forgotten during the retention 
period, and at the ond of tho retention period 'the students otill retained 
enough learning so that their performance was significantly different from 
that at tho time of tho protest.

4.. Th£ Retention Grach
Figure 1 mokes poaaiPle the oonporiaon of tho course of learning 

retention of the materials on the three testa. The mean performances are 
reported in percent of items correct and theref ore may be directly com
pared.
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c'/*

Average
Percent
of
Items
Correct

65 .Knowledge 
.Translation 
. Interpretation- 
Extrapolation

60
55
50
45

Pretest Test Hetest
FIGURE 1

Hetention Graph of the Three Tests; Knowledge, Translation, 
Interprotation-Extrapolation

Examination of Figure 1 indicates the greatest gain was made on the 
knowledge teat in terns of average percent of items correct* The averages 
increased fron 49*6 percent to 64•£ percent* It nay also be noted that 
knowledge performance dropped relatively nore then tho other tests with 
an average of 60*6 percent of the itens correct on the retest* The aver
age for translation began with i0*2 percent correct, increased to 62*4 
percent and then dropped to 59*5 percent* The corresponding percents for 
intorprototion-cxtrapolation are 49*2, 60*2 and 57*9 percent.

5. Average gercont of Qaln Retained
The oncunt of material retained for' eaah teat nay also ba expressed 

in tanas of percent of gain retained* The::a percentages arc as follows;

Test
Knowledge
Translation

Eorcent g£ 
Retained

71.32
73.96

Interpretation-
Extrapolation 63.57"
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2zanlnatlon of thesa percentages 3hows that a large amount of re

tention was demonstrated on all three tests* After four months the stu
dents remembered approximately three-fourths of the knowledge they learned 
about tests and measurement and the ability to translate this knowledge* 
The abilities and skills they learned in being able to interpret and 
extrapolate from data showed even nore permanence with a reported per
centage of S3*57»

To find if the differences between these percentages were significant 
beyond chance a test of significance of difference between percentages was 
utilized* The differences between these percentages with the accompany
ing t-values are as follows:

Differences
Tests J L

Knowledge and Translation 2*64 ,629
Knowledge and Interpretation-

Sxtrapolation 12,3 3*001**
Translation and Interpretation—

Extrapolation 9*1 2*597**
Consulting a t-table with M-I or 171 degrees of freedom, it is shown 

that tho differences between knowledjo and interprotation-extrspolfttioa 
and between translation end intorpretation-cxtrnpolatlan ore significant 
beyond the one percent level of confidence end tho difference between 
knowledge end translation is not significant at the five percent level*

it nay bo concluded that a significantly larger percentage of gala 
made in the course is retained on the intorpretation-oxtrepolation test 
than on the knowledge end translation tests. These results suggest that 
such behaviors as interpretation and extrapolation demonstrate a higher 
degree of permanency than do recall of knowledge end translation*
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6, QccurrpB.ee of Certain Patterns on the Successive Administrations 

of the Test Items
In hope of fir’ing further evidence of retention, two different pat— 

terns of responses to the individual items were examined* These patterns 
were: wrong on the pretest, right on the test, and wrong on the retest; 
and, wrong on the pretest, right on the te3t, and right on the retest* It 
was felt that the first pattern would reveal correct responses learned dur
ing the course and forgotten by the time of the retest. The second pattern 
would show responses learned during the course and retained at the time 
of the retest. The frequency of such patterns is shown in Appendix E.

Because the items on tho tests were multiple-choice type, contain
ing either four or five choices for each question, it was necessary to 
adjust the occurrence of each pattern to allow for chance. The wrong- 
right-wrong; combination could be achieved nine times in sixty-four by 
chance if the item were four-choice and sixteen times in 125 if the item 
contained five choices* The wrong-right-right pattern would occur by 
chance throe out of sixty-four times for the four cholae items end four 
in 125 times for the fivo-choice items. Using those ratios, each item 
was then adjusted by subtracting chance occurrences, from the tabulated 
frequency* Only those responses in excess of chance were considered for 
further analysis* The adjusted frequencies oru also shown in Appendix E* 

Inspection of tho frequencies reveals that there were sixteen items 
remaining in tho wrong-right-wrong category after chance was subtracted* 
Apparently correct answers were learned to these items during the study 
of the units but were forgotten more often than could be accounted for by 
chance* .vhen these items were matched with the objectives being consider
ed in this study it was found that four items fell into each of the four 
tests; knowledge, translation, interpretation and extrapolation*
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Examination of vrong-rlght-right frequencies indicates that eighty- 
nine items apparently measured behaviors retained beyond chance occurrence* 
Again, as in the case of the previous patterns, no particular test con
tained a preponderance of these items*

Four of the ninety-three items on the test demonstrated neither 
forgetting nor retention of what was learned in the course. Apparently 
only chance responses to the items followed a wrong-right pattern on the 
first two tests*

The general conclusion that can be drawn from this type of analysis 
is that the behaviors measured by all of the tests demonstrate a higher 
degree of retention than forgetting. It is impossible to conclude from 
'the item data whether or not any particular behavioral outcomes demon
strate different degrees of permanency from others.
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GHAJKSR V f

P L P L I C m C E S  OP TH2 IBVggnfiA.TIQg

1. The results of this study Indicate the need for careful deline
ation of course objectives. Such objectives need to be defined in terse 
of student behavior as veil as to contain comprehensive enumeration of 
the different aspects of course content. The homogeneity study in this 
experiment shoved tint tests constructed to measure certain behavorlal 
outcomes apparently perform separate functions as evaluation devices.
Thus, to insure that multiple course outcomes, in line with the objectives 
of instruction, are achieved, it becomes necessary to design evaluation 
instruments to accomplish those separate functions. As was concluded in 
the reviev of'literature in Chapter I, the achievement of one objective 
cannot be inferred from the measured attainment of another.

This conclusion la also , ;lvon weight by the result of the study of 
retention. These results indicated that tho degree of permanency of dif
ferent course outcomes is roletivoly higher for some behaviors than for 
others• Thoraforo, in order to appraise the results and effeotivoness of 
instructional programs it is necessary to have a thorough knowledge of 
the type and nature of objectives being emphasised.

2. The usefulness of the "Taxonomy of Educational Objectives" as a 
classification with which to guide the construction of evaluation instru
ments seems to be borne out. Previously, Urdel (37) verified at least four 
major categories of the Taxonomy using factor analysis. The categories 
were knowledge, comprehension, application and analysis. The results of 
the analysis of student behaviors in the present study further suggest
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that at least one of the major categories in the Taxonomy, I.e. compre
hension, contains types of behavioral outcomes that should be considered 
separately. It uas found that the abilities and skills involved in 
translation involved a separate evaluative function from interpretation 
and extrapolation which fall in this same major category. These latter 
two, however, involved similar functions.

3. In that the organization of the Taxonomy is hierarchiel in 
nature, i.e. each higher level of intellectual ability is built on and 
includes the lower levels, it is suggested by this study that greater em
phasis be given to the higher level outcomes. It was shown that interpre— 
tation-extrapoiation demonstrated higher degrees of retention. Since the 
ability to interpret and extrapolate presume the inclusion of knowledge 
and the ability to translate knowledge, it seams evident that sound in
structional technique would emphasize these objootives of more lasting; 
value. The alternative would be to adopt the leas economical practice of 
placing major emphasis on the lower lovel outcomes. The latter has often 
been the practice. Tyler (21} found that interviews with college students 
indicated that more than sixty percent of the students in college believe 
their chief duty is to menorlso information. Tyler stated that the em
phasis given to recall of fact in the typical cell ego examination is one 
of the chief reasons for tho existence of tills belief.

1. The majority of studios, some of which were discussed in Chapter 1, 
suggest that much of what is learned in school is forgotten. This fact 
has long been the concern of educators. From tills standpoint, the results 
of the present investigation seem encouraging. To place greater emphasis 
on these more permanent yet inclusive types of behavioral objectives
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to provide at least a partial solution to the problem* Such a practice 
should result in opt into, learning experiences due both to the inclusive 
nature of the higher level objectives and to their greater perca? nency.

5. The results of the investigation certainly suggest further re
search. Such a classification as the Taxonomy should aid in clearly de
fining objectives and other behavioral out cones such as tho abilities in
volved in application, analysis, sythesis and evaluation should be.studied. 
It is also suggested that the behaviors Honoured in this experiment, as 
veil as others, be studied for longer periods of tine than tho period in
volved in this investigation.
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suimax

The purpose of this experiment was to study the differential re
tention of certain course outcomes in a beginning course in educational 
psychology. The course involved in the study was Education 62, Human 
Behavior end Development and the content area in which the different 
course outcomes verj studied was tosts and measurements*

Tests were constructed to measure four different behavioral object
ives, namelyt knowledge; translation; interpretation; end extrapolation* 
Items were devised to fit each of these tests by following the defini
tions as set forth and described in the "Taxonomy of Educational Ob
jectives*" The points of contact between the tests and the course were 
provided by a syllabus that had been jointly developed by the staff and 
used In Education 62 by all instructors*

A trial tost was constructed and administered to a group of seventy— 
five students taking Education 62 tho summer prior to the experiment*
The results of the trial test wore analyzed logically statistically* 
Difficulty and discrimination of each item wore studied and ineffective 
items were eliminated or changed* Items wero else analysed for evidence 
of ambiguities and inoffoativo foils* Further cheeks were made to assure 
consistency with bohavtoral definitions being measured* Tho reliability 
of tho trial tests was computed and found to be satisfactory, although 
not high* Application of a departure from homogeneity tost indicated 
heterogeneity of behaviors measured by most of the tests* The items 
were retained in their present classification, resulting in a refined
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instrument with. approximately twenty-four itens in each test.

The refined tests were administered to a group of approximately 300 
Education 62 students as a protest, before studying coarse materials on 
tests end measurements, as a test at the end of the course and to a large 
proportion of this group approximately four months later.

The tests were again studied to determine their appropriateness for 
use in the retention experiment. Item difficulty and item discrimination 
were found to be satisfactory. Reliability of the tests was found to be 
low but acceptable. A further check was made to determine if each test 
was measuring a separate behavioral function. An P-ta3t for departure 
from homogeneity indicated the desirability of combining the interpreta
tion and extrapolation tests and further indicated that once these tests 
were combined separate functions were being measured by the resulting 
three tests.

Evidence of empirical validity was obtained by correlating the teat 
scores with final course marks. The resulting correlations clustered 
about .37. Such a correlation gives oauc evidence of validity but also 
shows that there is considerable disparity in function of the tests 
grades.

The degree to which tho scholastic aptitude factor was represented 
in the various teats was determined by correlating the L-occre of the 
American Council on Education Psychological "'nomination with each test. 
The resulting correlations havered about .36 and were very nearly the 
seme for all three tests.

The retention group was than studied. A t-test of significance be-s.
tween the means of the group of 172 students who took the retest end the 
group who did not was computed using the scores obtained at the of
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the second testing. The results indicated that the sastple group was 
representative, showing a significant difference on only one of the tests, 
namely, translation*

The correlations of the test scores were reported between each ad
ministration of the tests, desalts indicated a low positive relationship 
between the various administrations with slightly higher coefficients 
found for the interpretatlon-extrcpolatlon test.

The differences between the mean scores of each administration were 
then tested using a t-test for correlated data. All t's were significant, 
showing that on all tests students learned a significant amount as demon
strated by the tests, retained a significant osiount over what they knew 
at the time of the pretest end forgot, a significant amount during the 
four-month retention period.

Graphic results of the retention data showed the largest amounts of 
material were learned in the knowledge area but also relatively larger 
amounts being forgotten. The relative amounts of gain and loss, os the 
translation and. Interpretation—extrapolation tests were somewhat similar.

The percent, of gain retained for oaoh behavioral objective was de
termined. Those percentages are aa follows*

Test Percent
gain retained

Knowledge 71*35
Translation 73*%
Interprotation- 
Sxtrapolatioa 63*5?

When teats of significance were applied to the differences between 
these percentages it was found that knowledge and translation did not 
differ significantly, but that the interpretation-extr&polation teat
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scores differed from both knowledge and translation, significant beyond 
the one percent level of confidence.

It was concluded, from this study that there Is differential retention 
among the behavioral objectives measured, with the greatest degree of 
permanency being demonstrated In the area of Interpretation ««d extrapola
tion.
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TBIAL TEST

Vtrfmrf ntffrf njj

On
Tests and tleasarenents

OBJECTIVES OP EUI€HATIOII
This examination is designed to evaluate the student*e abilities 

to deal with basic materials on tests and measurements in a beginning: 
educational psychology course,. The test situations are designed to 
measure the following course objectivess

1. The ability of the student to recognize or recall basic 
knowledge related to tests and testing.

2. The ability* to translate this knowledge frou. one form, 
into another to demonstrate on understanding of the 
knowledge.

3. The ability* to interpret data relevant to the area of 
tests and measurements.

4* The ability* to extrapolate from data, I.e. to go beyond 
the data and draw conclusions, in line with the data pro- 
sented.

DUffiGTIuUS
Each atudent will be provided with an answer sheet and a pencil. 

All responses are to be recorded on this answer sheet using the pencil 
provided. Sisks pg «■.*!«. £& the booklet. Xou will find a sat of 
inatzuotlona before each group of questions which you should read care
fully. For each question in the list you ore to choose the one beat 
response. V.'oric as rapidly as possible and answer all questions. Be
fore beginning place your name and the none of your instructor in tha 
space provided on your answer sheet. Also, please Indicate on the 
beck of your answer sheet those courses you intend to take next 
semester.
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Directions for Multiple Choice Itens? Choose the answer which 
you decide is correct and blacken the corresponding space on the 
answer 3heet*

Part I - grtflMlatfee
1* The major function of testing shonld be to 

(1> make instruction less formal
(2; identify learning difficulties and successes of the pupils
(3} provide data for marking pupils
(4) determine the efficiency of individual teachers

2* Which of the following is most easily measured by a test?
(1) problem solving ability 
12) study skills
(3/ factual information 
(4/ ability to comprehend

3* To obtain dependable evidence from any test one must 
Cl) convert the scores to percentiles or grades 
(21 sample the student's performance in the specified area 
D) compare the performance to what others do on the same test 
(4/ keep a record to note degree of improvement over previous 

tests in this area
4* The best of the following criteria to determine if a test is 

good for your use is
Tl) is it well recommended by the ezperta?
(2) does it fit the objectives of the course?
G  j does it sample all kinds of behavior?
M j does it have alternate forms?

5* The standardised test as compared with the teacher-made teat 
usually
(1) has a more specific purpose 
(2i gives a better sample of school objectives 
Gi is more valid because of objective scoring 
(4/ measures a wider scope of material

6. A. serious weakness of formal tests is that they
(1) motivate students to learn the wrong thing 
C2) are likely to> obscure important school objectives 
p) have very little educative value 
(4} encourage students to be dishonest

7* 4 generalisation' that might be made about most standardised tests 
is that they
Cl) difficult for the teacher to administer
(22 are relatively inappropriate for most things we do in school
pi are misleading if treated os the sole evidence of merit
(4) usually require more time than can be justified as a part of 

any single course
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8. A major use of standardized teste is to

(1) help determine the student's grades
(2) compare your school with the neighboring cities 
(3; motivate the student to work harder
(4; compare the performance of your students with norms

9* T'ihen a teacher wants to find oat about a standardized test, 
what would be the best procedure?
(1) write to the test company and ask for a write-up on the test 
(2/ contact the nearest university and ask if it is a good test 
(3/ consult Buroe Mental Measurements Yearbook 
(4/ look through old college tests

10. Personality tests
(1) depend largely upon the skill of the interpreter for 

their value
(2) have not yet proved their value in educational or vocational 

guidance
(3) are among the oldest of pupil appraisal tools
(4) usually possess a higher reliability than achievement tests

11. A. survey test is a test that measures
(1) specific strengths and weaknesses of a student, in a given area 
(2/ general achievement of a group or an individual in a given

subject or area
(3) what students know in all subjects or areas
(4) achievement only in the area of English

12* The test, item you are now answering: is. an example of whatfcf items 
recognition 
recall 
subjective 
projective

13» The history of standardized tasting goes back approximately how 
many years?
CO 30(2) SO 
6  } 70 
Ui 90

14* A mater objection to final examinations is that they
(1) do not motivate students to study
(2) ore a very poor sample of what the student knows about the subject
(3) are unfair to many students
(4) do not encourage ^

15* Which of the following devices would be of least value in «*■*** »g 
a Judgment of a popil*s personality?
(11 tddavemgit tests 

projective techniques 
(3i behavior diary records 
(4i self-rating scales
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16* Which of the following is an individual intelligence test?
(1) California Test of Mental Maturity
(2) Stanford Binet
(3) Otis Quick Score
(4) Primary Mental Abilities

17* The moat appropriate kind of test to give a student who has a 
low mental age for his group would be 
(l) written essay type test 
(2j verbal test 
p) reading test 
(4; performance test

IS* The usual intelligence test best measures the capacity to learn 
(1) art
(2; manipulative skills 
C3J social skills 
(47 verbal material

19* Most of our standardized intelligence tests assume that the 
student has had
(1) •normal'* environmental background 
(21 training in the same subjects in school 
pi no encounter with any situation on the tests 
(4; opportunity to take some tests before

2D* Which of the following best describes the accepted procedure 
In the use of the intelligence test results?
(1) give the I.Q* to parent and student
(2) never reveal the 1.Q* to anybody
pi reveal the interpretation of the I *Q* to the student and parent 
(47 reveal the I*Q* to parents'but not to students

21* In recent years the use of the I.Q* as: a means of reporting perform**
once has been replaced on many tests with the use of scores expreseed as
(ll grade-equivalenta
(2) percentile ranks
pi grade Jftseament
(4) educational ages

22. A test that places minor emphasis on the time limit is called a
(1) diagnostic test 
(27 performance test 
pi survey test 
(4J power test

23* A raw score is a aoore that
pi has been converted to some standard aeale for interpretation 
pi is an estimate of the student* a performance on a test 
(3i cannot be used in a distribution wt-kti is changed 
(47 shows the first quantitative results obtained la scoring a test
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24* A student with an I.Q* of 84 would be classified as 
(l) average 
(2; a moron 
p) low average 
(4/ feeble minded

25* Standardized achievement test results are most often reported in 
(l) grades - L, 3, C, etc*
(2; raw scores
(3) grade placement scores
(4) quotient scores

26* When a test yields results consistently on each successive 
administration it is considered 
(1) reliable 
(2/ valid
(3) useable 
(4/ practical

27. The difference between the highest and lowest score in a 
distribution is called the
(1) range 
(2j spread 
p) deviation 
(4} scatter

28. The point below and above which half of, thS teat scores fell in a 
distribution is then t median 
(2/ nwin 
pi
I4J center

29. The coefficient of correlation which shows the least amount of 
relationship Is(1) 1.00
(2) *60 
b i  .25
14) -.35

30* The mean of a distribution is 
Cl) the arithmetic average 
(21 the mld-accre 
pi another for the 
C4i the same as the range

BL - IruMil itton
31. If scores on an intelligence teat correlate .60 with success 

in college as measured by grades it means that
(1) the abilities necessary to answer the intelligence test items 

are related to those necessary to get college grades
(2) 60 per cent of the material in the test is the same as that 

studied in college
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71(3) there is practically no relationship between performance on 
this test and college success

(4) the test is right about 60 per cent of the tine in predicting 
college grades

32* Sue was bora July 9, 194&* What will her C.A. be on March 24, 1956? 
(1) 7-7 (2> 7-8
(3) 7-9
(4) S-0

33* The accomplishment or achievement quotient is defined as the ratio 
of the educational age to the mental age. Ehlch of the following 
vould be the correct formula for this quotient?
(1) A.Q. s K.A.
(2) A.Q. = M.A.

E.A.
(3) A.Q. * E.A* x 1-1.A.
(4J none of the above

34* The I.Q. is the ratio of the mental age to the chronological age 
multiplied by 100. If you knew the chronological age and the I.Q* 
which of the following formulas would you use to find the mental age?
(1) KJL. 2 1.0. x 100

CJl.
(2) M*iU s C.A. x 100

X*Q*
(3) M*A* 2 I.Q.

C.A. x 100(4) K*i. r I.fi* x CJL.100
35* I.Q. - M.A. indicates the truth of which of the following statements? 

C JL.
Ill The I.Q. will increase as the C.A. increases 
(2| I.Q.'s at age 10 indicate greater variation in MJL.'s than they 

do at age 12
(3) if the M.A. changes the I.Q. will change
(4) if the ratio between 1-1.A . and C.A. changes, the I.Q. will change

36. One objective of giving tests is to confirm or discourage a student*s 
provisional trios; another way of saying thia night be that a student 
fll tries and if ho fails ho quits trying
(2] modifies his efforts according to the degree of success or 

failure on teats
(3l tries harder if lie knows he is going to be tested and night fail 
(4/ gives up if he fails and continues to try harder if he succeeds

37. A major use of testing is for diagnosis, which of the following 
represents an example of the foregoing statement?

a final examination
a aeries of tests used to determine a studentks grade 
an intelligence test

(4) an achievement battery early in the year
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Listed below are several test situations (Uos. 38-4-7) which night appear 
on different kinds of standardized tests* On your answer sheet, if the 
item would nost likely appear on 

an intelligence test, nark (1) 
a special ability test, nark (2) 
an achievement test, mark (3) 
an interest test, mark (4) 
a personality test, nark (5)

38* Repeat backwards *4-7-6-3-2*
39* L preface is found in what part of the book or chapter?

Cl) beginning 
13/ middle 
(C; end

40. 6,4.7,5.8.6,9,—  iJhat number should ccao nezt?
Cl) 7 CB) 10 (C) 8 CD) 6 (2) 11

41. .J7AAAA
42. fell the one you like least and the one you like most*

Cl) Eevelop new varieties of flowers
LB) Conduct advertising campaign for florists 
(CJ Take tolephone orders in a florist shop

43. Choose one of the followings
Cl) 1 wish I didn't have so many aches and pains 
Pi X wish X wouldn't keep changing my mind

44* Tho child is :lven "colored mud" and is allowed to make designs 
or pictures, or Just to enjoy manipulating It.

45. '.'hick word does not belong with the othorsl 
(it) apparatus
(B) foundation
(C) equipment 
(d J device 
(E; appliance

46. Find the area of a triangle having a base of 20 inches and an 
altitude of 12 inches.

47. Which of the following pictures is more appealing?

Ca)
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3:comne the graph and answer the questions that follow. (Uos. 4£—51)

Changes in I-Iental Ability T./ith Age on the 
Ueehslor Bellevue Tntftllipenoe Test

100 +- 
90

Average Ho. 80 • -
of Points 70 ,
Earned 60 . -

50-- 
40-- 
30 20 - -  

10
0

48. The average performance begins to drop off in the
(l) early teens 
(2; late teens 
(3/ early twenties 
(4; late twenties

49* The performance on this test at the age of 65 is approximately 
equal to the performance of persons at the age of

50. Growth in ability according to this test is most rapid during 
which of the following periods?
(1) 13 to 15 
(21 15 to 17 
(31 17 to 19 
C4J 19 to 21

51* !'e could conclude from those data that
(ll same teenagers ore snorter than older peopla
(2) older people era Just as smart but don't show it on the teat 
(3i the Weohsler in not a good test for adults
(4) sonQ toonegere make higher Uochsler scores than do older peq

52* VJhen we say that standardised tests enable a teacher to evaluate 
more objectively the abilities of a student, we mean that 
(1) the teacher eon verify her Judgment by using an unbiased tool 
(2i the student then becomes the object of the evaluation 
(3; the abilities of eaeh student can be measured only by en 

expert and the expert makes up the test
(4) objective qualities appear on the test thct the teacher

I! 10
,2} 12 
b\ 15 
\M 17

didn't know about
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53* An appropriate test Is said to have curricular validity. Uhlch of 

the following testing situations would be most likely to have this 
characteristic?
(l) a personality test in a physics course
(2; a composition test in a literature course
(3; repairing a broken tool in a shop mechanics course
(4/ a test of facts and knowledge in a home economics course

54* Norms serve as basis for interpreting scores of the individual 
or class means that, they 
(1) determine if doss behavior is normal 
(2; indicate what the class or student should do 
(3; serve as a basis for passing or failing students
(4) indicate what the average pupils do

Pg£t £ 1  - Interpretation jgg Extrapolation
Examine the data in the following table and answer questions Nos. (55-58). 
Answers ore to be determined on basis of data alone.

Mental Age Range by .School
SusSs. H.A. RflfiSS
11 8*4
9 8.4
7 7.2
5 5.6
3 4.8
1 3.6

to 98th percentile)

55* A teacher would have her greatest problem of individual differences 
atwhat grade level?

third
12) fifth 

seventh 
ninth

56* What would be your best estimate of the MJL. range in grade 6?
(2nd to 98th percentile)Cl) 6.0 
(22 6.4 
(32 6.8
(4) 7.2

57. A high school teacher will find differences between the extremes 
of the mental ogee of approximately
(1) 4 to 6 years 
(21 6 to S years
(3) g to 10 years
(4) lo to 12 years

58. What would be yeur best estimate to the nearest year of the ft. A. 
range in kindergarten? (2nd to 9fith percentile)
(1) 2 years 
(21 3 years 
(32 4 years
(4) 5 years
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Study the curve given end answer the questions following* (h'os* 59-64)*

F
E
3
a
u
E
II
c
z

100 132

59* According to this curvo which i3 the most common score among the 
following?
(1) 70 
(2 130 (3) 86(4) 112

60* He would expect that 95-lCCp of tho I*Q*'s would foil below 
Cl) 84 
121 100 
(3/ 116 
C4) 132

61* The number of people getting of 140 would be equal to tho
number getting I.'4.*s of
Cl) 60 
C2i 68 
C3j 100
(4) 132

62* The top I*^* accord in: to tills curvo i.ould be
Cl) 132
(2) 140
p j  150
C4i impossible to toll

63* The greatest number of people would fell in which of the following 
I*m* ranges
(1) 68-64 
(21 116-132
(3) 132 and abovo
(4) S4-92

64* lou would expect approximately vhat por cent of the people to 
have I»Q»ka of less than £0?
(11 or less 
(21 25 
□I 55 
(41 105
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Mr* Smith gave a biology tost in his class, a typical sophomore group*
He drew a curve shoving the distribution of the test scores* Refer to 
this curve and answer the questions following. (Uos. 65-6?)*
Humber 
of 

Students

average 
Blolomr Test Grades

65* We would expect to find that the test scores indicated 
p-j about the same number of high and low grades 
(21 more high than low grades 
(31 more low than high grades 
(4/ most of the grades around the average

66. When Hr. Smith assigned grades, he would likely have
(1) more A*s than l’*s
(2) more D*s than C*s
13) more C*s than 3*8
(4J more C*s than D*s plus D*s

67. The best guess we could make about Hr. Smith*s students with 
ard to time the students studied for the test is
they all studied very hard for tho test 
some studied and some dldn*t but most of them did 
many studied and many didn’t study 
the average student studied pretty hard

Data ore given below on five pupils enrolled in a class of 30 ninth grad
ers. The test data are' baaed on performance ct the end of the first 
semester, feu are to read over the summary and then show to Mhtafo pupil
each statement best fits by marking tho oupil*s number of tho answer
sheet. (Nos. 66-72}.
Pupil I.Q. Calif. Ach. Teat SSiiBflJiS., oiLAch... Ranis in Claao

Arlth. Head. Lang.
1 86 9 a  6.0 8.3 20
2 99 9.7 9.6 9.5 143 132 9.5 9.8 10.2 12
4 136 11.8 12.3 12.0 3
5 101 10.0 10.1 10.9 4

66. The pupil who should bo doing considerably bettor in hia school
achievement.

69* The accuracy of the I .<4. seems most doubtful in which easel
70. A bright student making; good use of his ability.
71. Teacher regards aptitude too highly according to test results.
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72. Teacher's rank most consistent with test scores.
The following test scores ore available on Ton, a senior in high school*
Look then over carefully end answer the questions that follow. (Eos. 73-75).
Ternan-McHemar Test of Kental ibility-Age 15-0; I.Q. 143
Zhder Preference Record

Slprtlficwntly high Definitely low
Computational Social Science
Scientific Clerical
Literary

Heston Personal Adjustment Inventory - Senior Horns 
Analytical Thinking 96
Hone Satisfaction 70
Emotional Stability 60
Sociability 6
Confidence 12
Personal Relations 6

Refer only to the above test results and answer the following questions:
73* Tan's ability is best described as

74* Test's scores indicate that he would be best suited for 
Oil research
1.2/
31 teaching 
141 selling

75* Ton's teat- score patterns indicate a need to 
(11 widen his scope of interest 
(21 oaks better use of his ability 
pi set a definite goal 
(4/ improve his sociability

Mr. Tuttle found that his noma did not go high enough to interpret the 
test score of one of his students. The last four' noms are shown below 
but Solly got a score of 1J0.

2i superior 
3i very superior

ccoro
120
115
n o
105

12-212-0
n -6

76* Uhnt would tho best 
(11 1 > 0
(21 130.
13} 13-2 
(4) over 12-6

estimate of Sally's grade equivalent bet
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K-raminfl the data and. profiles of these three entering first graders, and 
answer questions that follow* (Hos. 77-33)*

1. Jimmy, age 6-0, IUA. 7-4 
2* San, age 6-1, H.A. 7-3 
3* Dotty, age 6-3, H.A. 5-3

Reading Abilities
Articu- Average

Visual Auditory llotor lation Language Percentiles100

P
S
R
C
s
II
T
1 
L
2 
3

90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

0., Jimmy

#2, San.

#3, Dotty

On your answer sheet mark
(1) if tho statement is: moot true of ,/i, Jimmy.
(2| if the: statement is. most true of «i» Sam.
(3l if the statement is most true of „ 3, Dotty.
(4) if the statement does not validly apply to any of the

three students.
77. Is at tho kindergarten level mentally.
78. Requisites boat developed for participation in be,;inning reading 

experiences.
79. Teacher will moat likely provide at once activities end exorolaea 

to develop latent motor ability.
60. Readiness score a moat out of line with mental ability.
SI. Should have immediate examination by ear specialist.
62. Poorly developed abilities for first grade activities.
83. Apparently very well adjusted socially.
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Susan's record shows that she has taken two achievement batteries. The 
first one she took at the beginning of the eighth grade end the other in 
the middle of the tenth grade. TfrrwwtnA the results of these two 
batteries and answer the questions following. (Uos. 84r69).
8th grade, Progressive Achievement Tests, Intermediate Battery

Grade Placement
Heading Vocabulary 9.3
Heading Comprehension 7.6
Total Heading 8.5
Arithmetic Reasoning 7.0
Arithmetic Fundamentals 9.0
. Total Arithmetic 8.2
Language 8.6
Total for Battery 8.7
10th grade, Iowa Tests of Id. Development

Percentile Scores 
Understanding of basic 3ociol concepts 58
Background of natural science 54
Correctness of writing 73
Quantitative Thinking 71
Ability to interpret reading
materials in the social studies 51

Ability to interpret reading
materials in the natural sciences 46

Ability to interpret literary materials 62
General Vocabulary 74
Uses of sources of Information 78
84* There is most disagreement on the two tost batteries in the area of 

pi) ability to think quantitatively 
i2] knowledge of fundamentals 
(31 vocabulary
(4i ability to read and interpret reading

85. If we were to administer another test ouch as the California Tost 
of English Usage at the beginning of grade 11, whet approximate 
grade placement would you predict from tho previous scores?(1)
C2J 11.0 
(31 12.0 
(A) 13.0

86. Judging from the teat results only we might infer that Susan 
from what type of home environment?
(1) unstimulating end deprived atmosphere
(2) a home that emphasised deep thinking and problem solving
(3) a stimulating environment with much opportunity to read
(4) a good home physically, but with parents that didnkt core 

about schooling
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87• Judging on the basis of tho totcl test results which general 

ability aeons to be the strongest? Ability to
(1) deal with specifics 
(2; interpret and solve problems
(3) deal with quantitative material
(4) draw conclusions

88* On the basis of these test results how well would you ezpect 
Susan to do in a course in high school physics?
(1) below average 
(2; average 
C3) above average 
(4.) very well

89# How does the over-ell test performance of the Iowa Test compare 
with the Progressive Test?
(1) much lower 
(2i about the same
(3) much higher 
(4/ can*t be compared

Study the curves given and answer the questions following. (Ho b. 90-93)*

Humber
of

Students

Intelligence Scores Achievement Scores
Curve H 1 shows 'the distribution of I.Q**s In a dess 
Curve -it 2 shows the distribution of achievement test 

scores in tho same class
90* The class, as a group, appears to bo 

(ll underachicvera 
C2l overachievers
ni achieving in lino with thoir ability
v4) it is impossible to determine their rate of achievement

91* A student who had on average I »Q» in this class would probably 
Cll have avarcgo achievement 
C2] have slightly above average achievement 
pi have slightly below average achievement 
(4) have very low achievement

92* The range of intelligence test scores as compared to the range of 
achievement test aeons
(I) tends to be greater 
C2l tends to be less 
01 tends to be about the seme 
(4) confet tell from the data given
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93* A best guess with regard to the students of this class would be 

that they
(1). ore having too many assignments
(2) are not motivated
(3) are doing about ufaat ve would expect 
(4/ will do better on the next test

Two yrs. 
Advanced 

A or more
f One yr.
^ Advanced
h Normal
® One yr. 
® Behind
i , Two yrs. 
c Behind 

or more

Making your judgment on the basis of the information given in the graph,
classify each of the following by marking Hoc . 94-101.

(1} if the item Is definitely true
(2) if the item is probably true
(3j if the information given is insufficient to make a 

judgment regarding tho truth or falsity of the item 
(4) if the item is probably false
(5/ if the item is definitely false

94* In general, children who a m  good readers ore likely to be good 
in arithmetic.

95* If wo found a student 'that was advanced in reeding ve could conclude
for most purposes that lie would be good in all subjects.

96* Of tho group of superior readers there are four who ore retarded 
in arithmetic.

97* There is a higher relationship botweon reading End arithmetic than 
there is between ret din,.; and other subjoots.

98* The best prediction we oould mnlce about students two yenra advanced 
in reading is thct they would be two years advanced in arithmetic.

99* The chart offers evidence for ability grouping.
100. The duster of eight students in the center of the graph implies

that ability is the seme from one subject to the next.
101. Thera ere 22 students considered on this graph.

Two yrs. 
Behind

Heading
One yr.

Two yrs. 
One yr. Advanced

X X X X  X

X X  X  K K X  X X X X

X X X X X  X X  X X X X X X  X
X X X X K X X X X X

X X X X  X

Average and Retarded Headers Superior Headers
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Questions 102-111 refer to the following data. Ssrtnine these data and 
answer the questions that follow. Directions are given following the 
data.
Test data taken from the record of Bill who is at present a junior in 
high school and is 16 years and 3 months old.
Otis Quick Score Test of Mental Ability - 3rd grade I.Q. 104___________
California Test of Mental Maturity - 7th grade

Verbal I.Q. 116 
Don-Verbal I.Q. 104 

Total 1^^ 112 
Chicago Tests of Primary Mental Abilities - 9th grade

Percentile
Verbal Meaning 71
Reasoning 73
Space 53
Humber 45
Hord Fluency 62
Total 65

Kuder Preference He cord - 11th grade.
Percentile 3cores listed.

Mechanical 32 Social Service 88
Persuasive 60 Scientific 72
Musical 23 Literary 90
Computational 36 Clerical 62

. ■  & _____________________________________________________California Achievement Teat, Complete Battery, beginning of grade 9> 
grade placement listed. Beading; 11.3

Language 11.1
Mathematics 9.8
Total 10.8

The principal of his school looked over those data and drew several con- 
elusions. Some of these conclusions are listed below together with com^ 
meats other principals or teachers might moke. For each of these condo** 
si One, check the ecmmont which might be meet appropriately made about this 
conclusion. Base your conclusions on the test data only.
102. >*0111*8 intelligence la above average

(ll This conclusion is true
(2J This is probably true but we can*t be sure because the sample 

of his intelligence io inadequate to draw a final conclusion 
pi This Is probably true because he is low in mathematics
(41 This would be true only if ve assure that sane of his scores

are incorrect
103. >*Bill is intorestad in the subjects he is best in.1*

til This conclusion is true
(2j Tills is probably true but we esn*t be sure because of scanty 

evidence
(3} This is probably untrue because of conflicting evidence on 

his test scores 
(Al This is false as the test results indicate
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104.

105.

106.

107.

106.

109.

8£
"I'm sure that s one thing went wrong whan Bill took tho math test.*
(1) This conclusion Is true
(2 ) This conclusion is probably true but one cannot be stare be

cause his computational interest is lov
(3) This conclusion is probably untrue because scores seas to 

indicate Bill has less ability in this area
(4) This statement is false because Bill did better than should 

be expected in mathematics
"Bill *3 over-all achievement is about what it should be.*
(1) This statement is true
(2) This statement is probably true but ve can't be sure because

of the lov scores on the Kuder
(3) This statement is probably not true because of the lov score 

on math
(4) Statement is not true as the achievement scores are out of

line with the ability scores
"3ill's strength seems to lie in the verbal area."
(1) This conclusion is true
(2 ) This conclusion probably is true providing ve disregard the 

Chicago tests
(3) This conclusion is probably false since the Otis score is 

so lov
(4) This conclusion is not true
"Bill could be advanced a grade if these scores are
(1) Statement is true
(2; Statement, is probably true but we can't be sure 

scores offer conflicting evidence
(3) Statement is probably untrue because the scores 

line with his present, grade placement.
(4) Statement is false as. there is no indication he 

work in the next grade.
"lie might oxpeot Bill's I.Q. to increase from the third grade.*
til Statement is true
(2) Statement is probably true bo cause of the other typos of 

ability scores given
(3} Statement is probably untrue because the Chicago tost scores 

bear out the third grade I.Q.
(4) Statement is not true as there is not enough evidence to 

indicate a significant allonge
"Dill will da veil in college.1*
til Conclusion is true
(2) Conclusion is probably true since the verbal interests seem 

to be high
(31 Conclusion is probably not true because of the other scores 

given on Dill
(4) Conclusion is not warranted on basis of these scores

correct.* 
since the 
are mostly in 
could do the
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In addition answer the following question pertaining to the test date 
regarding Jill on page 17, L'q s* 110-111*
110* The perce.-tile score of £3 in Social Service on the Kuder Indi

cates
(1) that Jill got S£/j of the answers correct 
(2; thct he has more ability in Social Service than of his

norm group
(3) that only 12^ of the norm group showed more interest in 

social studies than he did
(4) that 83 out of 100 will do better then he did on the test

111* The grade placement of 9*8 in mathematics means that
(1) 3 ill *8 achievement is equivalent to the average ninth grader 

who has been in school 8 months
(2) Bill *s achievement is slightly below average for the tenth 

grade in math
3111*3 OTode placement in math is correct considering his age

(4)- Both (1) and (2) ore correct
The five, students for whom the data are given below are in kindergarten* 
These test data are based on test performance at the beginning of the 
second semester* After examining the data Indicate which pupil beat fits 
each of the following statements by marking the number of the student 
on the answer sheet. (Hos* 112-113}•

Percentile Rank On
~ SM srt SjAa ILA* an fffaBfterfl Slack Tirr*

1 5-10 7-4 72
2 6-4 5-4 22
3 5-10 5-5 64
A 5—8 5-6 45
5 5-6 6-10 38

Which student
112* Is moot ready at present for first grndo work?
113* Is apparently in need of atinulating espcrionaaa but has fairly 

high aptitttcto?
114* Will probably not be able to loop up with tho average in the first 

grade?
115* Apparently ecnoa from n very stimulating onvironnonti
113* la moat characteristic of the average for thia group!
117* Can you predict will hove the lowest ability three years from 

this time!
11C. la least ready for first grade work?
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APPENDIX B

Item Difficulty and Item Discrimination 
For the Trial Test Scores

Test Item
Humber

Percent Correct 
Responses

Correlation with 
Test Score

Knowledge 1 -.26 98.6
2 .84 64.0
3 .00 4.1
4 .25 90.6
5 .05 48.0
6 .38 73.3
7 .66 36.6
8 .15 94.7
9 .51 44.0
10 .72 74.7
11 .51 46.7
12 .52 56.0
13 .21 61.3
14 .24 68.0
15 •66 77.3
16 .31 51.3
17 .21 78.7
18 .55 79.7
19 .21 57.320 .49 53.3
21 .05 66 .0
22 .36 47.9
23 .51 72.0
24 .21 85.3
25 .25 81.3
26 -.10 82.7
27 .07 73.328 .62 81.3
29 .59 38.8
30 .60 46.7

Translation 31 .55 44.6
32 .40 18.9
33 .36 54a
34 a c 50 .0
35 .28 70.7
36 .44 77.3
37 .32 72.0
38 .73 51.3
39 .64 43.4
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Item Percent Correct Correlation with

_______ Test_______ Tftrmfow___________Resconses_________ Test Score
Translation (Cont.) 40 .72 70,3

41 *17 26*7
42 J ,5 69.3
43 .59 32.7
44 .32 35^
45 .32 57.5
46 .45 60.3
47 .43 15.1
43 .21 42.7
49 .15 62.750 .00 58.7
52 .21 62.7
53 .56 52.7
54 -.06 76.0
59 .51 77.0
60 .33 67.1
65 .68 60.5
73 .49 45.3
77 .35 82.7
96 .68 75.7

101 .42 60.0
110 .33 36.1
in  .30 21.9

Interpretation 51 . n  64.5
62 .59 80.0
63 .30 85.3
68 .62 77.6
69 .56 32.9
70 .48 76.0
71 .21 40.0
72 .31 48.6
78 .56 81.1
80 .60 60.8
81 U.S 22.7
82 .35 86.7
83 .56 33.3
84 »4>8 20.0
87 .21 35 n
89 .15 44.6
90 .63 33.3
91 U 0  31.1
92 .30 20.3
97 .69 42.7
102 -.18 27.0
103 .26 56.8
106 .38 84.0
108 JL6 37.0112 .68 84.9
n fi .53 95.7
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T . Item. Percent Correct Correlation with

ffrpnber Eesoonsee Test Score
Extrapolation 55 *36 52.1

;56 O S  79.7
57 .33 27.0
58 .51 35.6
61 .58 87.8
64 .31 52.6
66 .63 38.7
67 .73 47.4
74 .62 90.7
75 .43 83.8
76 .26 41.3
79 .33 3ia
85 .33 30 J.
86 .45 42.7
8£ .36 37.3
93 .31 49.3
94 .16 34.7
95 .59 32.4
96 -^8 18.4
99 .21 21.6
100 .44 22.7
104 .59 72.6
105 -.21 46.7
107 -.12 34.7
109 .07 33.3
113 .65 73.6
114 .48 81.1
115 .50 27.4
116 .70 62.4
117 .48 88.7
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R3FI1QD TSST
m i- m s io i  <31 TESTS aud iz ilsu ig lsiits

Puroose of Exnmination
This four-part examination is designed to evaluate the following 

abilities of the student in the area of tests and neasurenonts.
The ability to:
1. Recognize or recall basic knowledge related to tests and 

measurements,
2. Translate such knowledge fron one form into another to demon

strate an understanding of it.
3. Interpret data relevant to the area of testa and measurements • 
A. Extrapolate from data, i.e. to go beyond the data and draw

conclusions from it.

DjgSgU°BP
Each student will be provided with. an answer sheet and a pencil. All 

responses are to be recorded on this answer sheet using the pencil pro
vided. I lake no narks on the question booklet. Fill in the information 
requested on your answer sheet and also read directions given for mark
ing it. For each question in the list you ore to choose the one best 
response. Work as rapidly as possible and answer all questions.

1. Which of the following is 3. 
most easily measured by a 
test?
(ll problem-solving ability 
(21 study skills 
(3} factual information
(4) ability to comprehend

2. In selecting a standardised 
tost for use in any oourso, 
tho first consideration should 
be if the toat is:
(1) long enough to sample all

kinds of behavior in the 
course

(2} well recommended by the 
authorities in this sub
ject matter area

(3) practical for use in the 
course, i.e. easy ta give, 
scors, interpret, etc.

(4} fitted to the particular 
objectives of tho course

A serious, weakness of formal 
teats is that they:
(1) motivate students to leam 

the wrong thing
(2) arc lilcely to obscure Im

portant school objectives
(3) have very little educative 

value
(4) ovor-cmphasiae the student's 

ability to solve problems
4* A generalisation thct might be 

made about most standardised 
tests is that they:
(1} arc difficult for the 

teacher to administer 
(2) arc relatively inappropriate 

for most things we do in 
school

C3) ora misleading if treated 
as the sole evidence of 
merit

(4) usually require more time 
than can be Justified as a 
port of any single oourse
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5* lihen a teacher wants to find 9* 
out about a standardized test, 
what is the best procedure?
(1} write to the test company 

and ask for a write-up on 
the test

(2) contact the nearest uni
versity and ask if it is a 
good test

(3) consult Buros Mental Mea
surements Yearbook

(4) look through college tests 
containing test informa
tion

6. Personality tests
(1) depend largely upon the 

skill of the Interpreter H *  
for their value

(2) usually possess a higher 
reliability than achieve
ment tests

(3) are among the oldest of 
pupil appraisal tools

(4) have not yet proved their 
value in educational or 
vocational guidance

7* A survey teat is. a teat that 
measures:
(1) specific strengths and 

weaknesses of a student in 
a given area

(2) general achievement of a 
group or an individual in U *  
a given subject or area

(3) what students know in all 
subjects or areas

(4} a pupillo performance of a 
complex task broken down 
into several parts

S* A major objection to final ex
aminations is that they:
(1) do not measure what la 

taught In the course
(2) are a very poor sample of 14* 

what the student knows
about the subject 

(3l are unfair to many students
(4) do not encourage self- 

evaluation

89
The test item you are now answer
ing is an example of what type 
of Item?
Cl> recognition
(2) recall
(3) subjective 
(4/ projective

ID, Which of the following devices 
would be of least value in mak
ing a judgment' of a pqpil*s 
personality?
(l) achievement tests 
(2J projective techniques
(3) behavior diary records
(4) self-rating scales

’./hicli of the following is an 
individual intelligence test?
(1) California Test of Mental 

Maturity
(2) Stanford Binet
(3) Ohio State Psychological 

Test.
(4) Primary Mental Abilities

12, The usual intelligence test best 
measures the capacity to learn 
which of the following skills?
(1) quantitative 
Z) manipulative 
3) social 
(4) verbal
Most of our standardised in
telligence tests assume that 
the student has had:
(1) "homol1* environmental 

background
(2) training in the same sub

jects in school as other 
students

(3)' no previous encounter with 
any situation on the tests

(4) average social intelligence
A test that places minor empha
sis on tho time limit is celled at 
Cl) diagnostic test 
pi performance test 
ul survey test 
(4l power test
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15* Which, of the following would be 19* 

of nest value In determining 
the typical behavior of a stu
dent?
(1) observation 
(2j projective testing 
(3; Individual Intelligence 

testing
U) school achievement records 20*

16* Which of the following best 
describes the accepted pro
cedure In the use of the in
telligence te3t results?
(1) give the I.Q* to parents 

and student if they request
It and seen serious about 21* 
the natter

(2) never reveal the I.Q. to 
anybody

(3) reveal the I.Q. to par
ents but not the strident

(4) reveal the interpretation 
of the I.Q* to the par
ents or student 22*

17. A raw score Is a score that:
(1) shows, a certain percent of 

achio variant on a given 
test

(2) Is an estimate of the stu- 23. 
dent's performance on a
test

(35 cannot be used in a distri
bution until it is changed 

(4.5 shows the first quantita
tive results obtained in 
scoring a teat

24.IS. Standardised achievement tost 
results arc moat often re
ported in:
(li standard 3corea
(21 raw scores
(31 grade placement scores
(4; quotient scores

The score which Is attained by 
the greatest number in any group 
of scores Is celled the:
(1) mean 
(2; median 
(3; mode 
(4/ midscore
The point below and above which 
hwi-p of the test scores fall in 
a distribution is the:
(1) mean 
(2; median
(3) mode 
(4; range
Which of the following correla
tion coefficients shows the 
least amount of relationship?
(1) 1.00(2) .60
(3) .25 
(4; -*35
The moon of a distribution is:
(1) the mid-score
12; the arithmetic average
(31 another name for the median
(41 the same as the range
The average score obtained on 
a test by pupils of a given 
grade placement, is a grade:
(II quotient 
(21 norm 
(3; score 
(4; rank
If the primary function of the 
tost is to help predict and 
plan subsequent school work for 
the student it would be called 
what ldnd of a tost?
(1) prognostic
(2) diagnostic 
(3l power
(4; therapeutic
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Part II - Translation
Listed below axe several test situations which might appear on different 
kinds of standardized tests, (Numbers 25 to 33) 011 your sheet, if the
item would most likely appear on;

an intelligence test, mark (1) an interest test, mark (4) 
a special ability te3t, marie (2) a personality test, mark (5) 
an achievement test, mark (3)

25. lepeat backwards, ,%-7-6-3-2*tt
26, A preface is found in what part of the book or chapter?

(A; beginning
(s) middle 
(CJ end

27, 6,1,7,5*8.6,9,-— ► What number should cone nort?
(A) 7 CBJ 10 (C) 8 CD) 6 CE) 11

28. Tell the one you like loa3t and the one you like most;
(A) Develop new varieties of flowers
Cb) Conduct advertising campaign for florists 
(C) Take telephone orders in a florist shop

29* Choose one of the following;
Cl) I wish I didn't have so many aches and pains 
CB; I wish I wouldn't keep changing my mind

30. The child is given "colored mud"' and is allowed to make designs or 
pictures, or Just to enjoy manipulating it.

31* Vjhich. word does not belong with, the others?
(A) apparatua 
CB i foundation 
(01 equipment 
(p) devioe 
(L) appliance

32. Find the area of a triangle 1 laving a bane of 20 Inchon and an olti— 
tude of 12 inohes.

33* ■ hick of tho following designs is noro appealing?

34* If a beginning ninth grader achieves a grado pic cement of 9.8 on a 
mathematics achievement test, it moons that;
(1) his achievement is equivalent to the average ninth grader who 

has been in school eight months
(i) his achievement is slightly below average for the tenth grade 

in math
(3) ho should be achieving at the 9*8 level in math
(l) both (1) and (2) are correct
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35* If scores on an intelligence test correlate *60 with success in col

lege as measured by grades It ueans that?
(1) the abilities necessary to answer the intelligence test items 

are related to those necessary to-get college grades
(2) 60 percent of the material in the te3t is the sane as that 

studied in college
(3) there is practically no relationship between performance on this 

test and college success
(4) the test is right about 60 percent of the time in predicting 

college grades
36* Sue was bora July 9, 194£* what will her C JL* bo on Ilarch 24, 1956?

(1) 707
(2) 7-8 
(3 7-9 
(4/ 8-0

37. The accomplishment or achievement quotient is defined as the ratio 
of tho educational ego to the mental age. I hick. of the following 
would be the correct formula for this quotient?
(l} *»»Q* — (3} Ji*Q* m -j ..* * V. .i*A*

J2.A* (4) nono of tho above
(2) Jb*Q* — B*A»::.a.

30. The I.(4.. is the ratio of tho ::*A. to tin C.A. tines 100. If you
know the C.A. end tho I.Q., which of the following formulas would
you uso to find the 1I.A.?
(l) A* — x*0.* -- 100 (3) »‘«A* — _ I»G*

CJL. n 100
2̂]| *«*A* 100 4̂) i.hl. — I*G» x S*J»* -

I.Q. 100
39* An appropriate test Is said to have curricular validity* which of 

the following testing situations would be most likely to have this 
characteristic?
Cl) a peraonality teat in a physios course
(2j a composition teat in a literature course
C3i repairing a broken tool in a shop mechanics course
(4) a teat of facts and knowledge in a home economics course

40. A major use of tea tin,.; is for diagnosis* Ahich of tho following teat 
situations represents the beat example of the foregoing statement?
(1) a oomprohonsivo achievement bettor;- at tho end of high sohool 
(hi an achievement battery given early in the year
(3) on intelligence teat
(i) a soriea of testa used to determine a student's grade

41* If Jill scored at the Cdth percentile in gocial Jcrvico on tho iCuder 
Prefaronoe Tost, it would indicate thatt 
p.) Hill got EEA of 'tire answers correct
(i) he has more ability in Social Service than CCp of his norm group 
C3) only 12 ' of the norm group showed more interest in Social Ser

vice than he did
(4) that out of 100 will do better than ho did on this test
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Parts H I  end IV - Interpretation and Irfcrapolation
beta are given below on five pupils enrolled in a class of 30 ninth grad
ers. The test data are based on performance at the end of the first 
semester. Head ever the summary and then show to which pupil each state
ment best fits by narking the pupil*s number on the answer sheet,
(Numbers 42 through 16)

Puoil
Calif. Ich. Test 
Performance

Teacher’s estimate of 
Ach. Rank in Class

1 86
Arlth. Head. Lang. 
9.1 6.0 6.3 20

2 99 9.7 9.6 9.5 14
3 132 9.5 9.8 10.2 12
4 136 11.8 12.3 12.0 3
5 101 10.0 10.1 10.9 4

12, The pupil who should be doing considerably better in his school 
achievement.

13, The accuracy of the I . Q ,  seams most doubtful in which case?
14* A bright student making good U3e of his ability,
45, Teacher regards abilities too highly according to test results,
46. Teacher’s rank most consistent with tost scores.
The five students for whom tho data aro given below ore in kindergarten.
Those tost data aro based on tost performance at tho beginning of the 
second eemestor. After emaining the data indicate which pupil best fit® 
each of tho following statements by narking the number of the atudont on 
the answer sheet. (Numbers 47-53)

LLaA* 2£ Stanford SszasatiAs. 2 u &  mC.A. Niact iiaMun. i M i1 5-10 7-4 72
2 6-4 5-4 22
3 5-10 5-5 64
4 5-8 5-6 45
5 5-6 6-10 38bhioh otudentt

47. Is moat ready at prosent for flrat grade work?
40. Is apparently in need of stimulating enp-'rioncoa but has fairly 

high aptitude?
49, tttll probably not be able to keep up with the average in the first 

grade?
50* Apparently cones from a very stimulating environment?
51. Is most characteristic of the average for this group?
52. Con you predict will have the lowest ability throe years from tide time?
53. Is least ready for first grade work?
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Exmaine the date end profiles of these throe entering first graders, 
and answer questions that follow* (Maskers 54 to 60}

1* Jinny, age 6-0, li*A* 7-4 
2* San, age 6—1, »i*A* 7—5 
3* Dotty, age 6-3, i:*A. 5-3

Reading Readiness Abilities
Articu- Average

71 mini Auditory I-Iotor lation Percentiles
100

P £L, Jimmy2
R
C
n
T
I
L
E
S

10

On your answer sheet marie
(11 if the statement is moat true of Jl, Jimmy
|2I if the statement, la moat true of „'2, 5am
(31 if the statement la moat true of „:3» Dotty
(4j if the stntnoant does not validly apply to any of the three studonte

54* la at the (kindergarten lovel mentally*
55* Requisites boat devolaped for participation in beginning reading 

experiences*
56* Teacher will moot likely provide at once activities and onoreiaea 

to develop Intont. motor ability*
57* Readiness scores moat out of lino with mental ability*
5£5* Should have immediate enaminatian by ear specialist*
59* Poorly developed abilities for firat grade activities*
60* Apparently* vary veil adjusted socially*
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Reading

Two yrs.
Behind One yr. 
or nore

A
B
I 
T 
H
II 
E 
T 
I 
C

One yr. 
Advanced

Two yrs. 
Advanced

Two yrs. 
Advanced 
or more

X X X X X

One yr. 
Advanced - X X X X XXX XXX

Normal XXX XXX

One yr. 
Behind XXX XXX X

Two yrs. 
Behind 
or more

XX. X XX

Average and Retarded 
Readers

Superior Readers

(takes from. 
Cronbech,
Lee J., 
Essentials 
of PBTCfaoIC- 

2fiS£r

Making your judgment on the basis of the information given in the graph,
classify each of the following by marking: (Humbers 61 to 67)

if the item is definitely true
if the item is probably true
if the information, given is insufficient to make a Judgment, 
regarding the truth or falsity of the item 
if the item is probably false 
if the item is definitely false

61. In general, children who are good readers will be good in arithmetic.
62. If we found a studont that was advanced in reading we could, for 

most purposes, conclude that ho would be good in ell subjects.
63. Of the group of superior readers there are four who are retarded in 

arithmetic.
64. There Is a higher relationship between reading and arithmetic than 

there is betwoon reading and other subjects.
65* Tho duster of oight students in the center of the graph implies that 

ability is the same from one subject to the next.
66. There ore 22 students considered on this graph.
67. There is a greater relationship bet w e n  reading; and arithmetic abili

ty among superior readers than among average or retard ad readers.

Mr. Tuttle found that his norms did not go high enough to interpret the
test score of one of his students. The last four norms are shown below
but Sally got a score of 125*

120 12-5
115 12-2110 12-0
105 11-6

66. what would the best estimate of lolly •'s grade equivalent bet 
Cl) 12-6 Cl) 13-2
(2) 13-0 CA) over 12-5
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Susan's record shows that 3he has taken two achievement batteries, one 
at the beginning of the eighth grade and the other in the middle of the 
tenth grade. SamLno their results and answer the questions following, 
(limbers 69 to 75)
8th grade, California Achievement 

Tests
Grade Placement 

Bending Vocabulary 9.3
Bead. Comprehension 7*6
Total Beading 8.5
Arlth. Reasoning 7*0
Arlth. Fundamentals 9*0
Total Arithmetic 8.2
Language 8.6
Total for Battery 8.7

10th grade, Iowa Tests of Sd.
Development

Percentile Score 
Understanding of bo3lc social 
concepts 

Background of natural science 
Correctness of writing 
Quantitative thinking 
Ability to interpret reading 
materials in the natural 
sciences 

Ability to interpret reading 
materials in the social 
studies

Ability to interpret literary 
materials 

General Vocebulary

58
45
73
71

46

69. There is most disagreement of 72. 
the two test batteries in:
(1) ability to think quanti- 

tatively
(2) knowledge of fundamentals 
(31 vocabulary 
(4J ability to read ond in

terpret reading
70. If we wore to administer a 

test such as the California 
Tost of i'Jngliah Usage at the 
and of the first semester in 
grade 11, what approximate 
grade placement would you 
prediot from the previous 74* 
scores?
(1) 10.0 (3) 12.0(2) ll.Q (4) 13.0

71. Ue night infer that Busan 
come from what type of hone 
environment?(1} unstimnlcting and de

prived atmosphere
(2) a hone that emphasised 

deep thinking end prob
lem solving

(3) a stimulating environment
(4) a good home physically, 

but with parents that 
didn't care about schooling

Thoro is moot agreament of the 
two tost batteries in:
(1) mathematics 
(21 reading comprehension
(3) scientific knowledge
(4) vocabulary

73. .<Mch general ability seems to 
bo the strongest? Ability to: 
(l) deal with specifics 
(2; interpret and solve prob

lems
(3) reason and understand 
(i) draw conclusions
On the basis of these test re
sults how well i.ould you expect 
Guscn to do in a course in high 
school physios"
(1) below average
(2) average
(3) above average 
(4i very* well

75. How does the over-all tost per
formance of the Iowa Test com
pare with the Progressive Test? 
(1) much lower 
2/ lower
3) about the same
(4) higher
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Zxamlne the following table and answer questions, numbers 76-79, on the 
basis of the data alone.

Ilontal Are 2an~c by 3chool Grade

76. A teacher would have her 
greatest problem of indivi
dual differences at what 
grade level?
(1) third (3) seventh
(2) fifth (4 ninth

77. What would be your boot 
estimate of the I'.Ji.. range 
in grade 6?
(lj 6.2 (3) 6.6
(2) 6.A (A) 6.S

Bat*8.4
3.4 
7.2
5.6 
4.8
3.6
78.

79.

Range t2nd, to 96th. 
percentile)

A high school teacher will find 
differences between the ex
tremes of the nental ages of 
apprcsdmatolys
(1; A to 6 years (3) 8 to 10 years
(2) 6 to 8 years (A) 10 to 12 years
'.dmt would be your bost esti- 
nate to the nearest year of the 
11JL. range in kindergarten?
Cl) 2 years (3) 4 years
(2/ 3 years (A) 5 yoars

3tudy the curve given and answer the questions following, boo. 80 to 85

F
E
E
Q

DJTELLXGENCE QUOIISHT
80. The nunbor of people gottin,; 83. 

of 1A0 would bo equal
to the nunbor
(1) 60
(2) 60 f'ting I»q.*ooft 80 

132

bo would expect 'that about 
95-100 of -the 1 .is* "a would 
fall bulow:
(1) ICO (3) 116
(2) 110 (A) 132

81. Tou would oxpaet approximately 
wliat percent of tlio pcoplo to 8A.
have 1.2* *a of loss ihr.n 50? 

0} 5.
(A) id-

(1) .5,;
*7 21:•>C

According to this ourvo which 
la the moat common aoor® 
among the following?
CL) S4 (3) 86
(2) 130 (4) 112

The top 1.2* according to thia 
ourvo would bet

132 Cj) 150
140 (a) laposaiblo

to tell

WUhA \S
85. The greatest number of people 

would foil in which of the 
following I.Q. rangest 

68-84 (3) 100-116
84-92 (4) 116 and above
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The following test scores are available on Tom, a senior in high school. 
From. these data answer the questions that follow. (Lumbers 86 to 88)

Ternan-i-lclfonor Test of Ilental Ability - Age 15} I.Q. 143 
Ruder Preference Record - Significantly high Definitely low

Computational Social Science
Scientific Clerical
Literary

Ileston Personal Adjustment Inventory - Senior Dorns
Analytical Thinking 96
Heme Satisfaction 70
Emotional Stability 60
Sociability 8
Confidence 12
Personal Relations 6

86. Tom's ability is best described as:
(l) above average 
(2j superior
(3) very superior
(4) high genius

87* Tom's scores indicate that he would be best suited for:
(1) research
(2) medicine
(3) teaching 
v4) lav

88. Ton's score patterns indicate a need to:
(1) widen his scope of interest 
(22 seo a psychiatrist 
(3; oat a definite goal
(4) improve his sociability

Ilr. Smith gave a biology tost in his class, a typical sophomore group. 
He drew a curve showing the distribution of the test scores. Refer to 
this curve to answer questions numbers 89 to 91*

Lumber
of

Students
Biology Toot Gradoa

89. be would orqpect to find that tha teat scoreo indioated: 
about the some number of high and low grades 
more high than low grados 
more low than high grades 
moat of the grades around the average

90* lihen Ilr. Smith assigned grades, he would likely have: 
Cl) more A's than F's
(2) more D's than C's
(3) more C's than B's
C4) more C's then C's plus B's
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91* The best guess we could make about Hr. Smith's students with regard 

to tine the students studied for the test is:
(1) they all studied for the test
(2) some studied and sane didn't but most of then, did
(3) many studied and many didn't study
(4) the average student studied pretty hard

Study the curves given and answer the questions following# (Jlunbers 92 
to 95)

Curve 7/1 3hows the distribution of I.Q.'s in a class 
Curve ifZ shows the distribution of total achievement test scores 

in the sane class
92. The class, as a group, appears to be:

(1) underachievers
(2) overachievers
(3) achieving in line with their ability
(4j it is impossible to determine their rate of achievement

93# A student in this class \iho Iiad an average I.Q. would probably
have:
vll average achievement
(2/ slightly above average achievement
(3) high achievenont
(4i slightly below average adiiovonoat

94* Thu range of int«olli;onoe test ocoroa no compared to tha rtmgo of 
nohlovomont teat acoroa*
(1) tends to be greater
(2) tands to bo loan
(3i cmn't toll from, 'the data given
(4j- tends to bo about 'the aamo

95* A beat guoaa witli regard to the studonta of tills clr.ac would bo 
that they are:
(l) having too nnny aaaignaonta 

not motivated to do aakool work 
131 doing about what ve would enpect
(4) having too much social activity

Humber
of

Students
Av. Av.

Achievement ScoresIntelligence Scores
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AFFEH5I2. D

I lay 23, 1957

Dear Student:
During the fall semester while you were enrolled In Educational 

Psychology 62, some of your instructors started a research project which 
we think will help us improve the teaching of the unit on tests end 
measurements in this course. You were given a test over this unit as a 
pretest and as a final after completing the unit. Vie would like for you 
to take this test once more— four months after the course— to help us 
find the things you remember best from this unit.

We realize that you are very busy right now, so we are taking this 
means of letting you take the examination at your own convenience.
Please complete the enclosed examination using the answer sheet pro
vided and return both the test and the answer sheet in the enclosed self- 
addressed envelope.

We sincerely appreciate your cooperation.
Thank you,

Oharloa 0. Heldt 
Chairman, Department of 
Education! Psychology 
and hecsureaents

CGUtkat
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Frequencies of Wrong-Right-Wrong a n d  Wrong-Right-Right 
Responses to Each. Item. on the Successive 

Administrations of the Tests

Wrong- Wrong- Wrong- Wrong- Wrong- Wrong-
Itea Right— Right— Itcn Right- Right- Iten- Right- Right- 
^°* Wrong Right Wrong Right Wrong Right

1 16 20 36 28 17 71 23 21
2 8 8 37 15 30 72 20 32
3 17 24 38 30 30 73 24 30
4 3 15 39 14 30 74 26 14
5 14 36 40 19 27 75 29 34
6 7 33 41 12 31 76 23 317 15 10 42 3 31 77 12 206 15 24 43 20 27 78 16 25
9 14 28 44 5 29 79 12 24
10 11 38 45 16 20 80 3 13
11 19 29 46 33 23 81 16 2312 19 40 47 3 20 82 1 25
13 18 20 48 28 34 83 23 35
14 26 37 49 2 20 84 10 18
15 1 17 50 14 7 85 5 20
16 10 23 51 9 26 86 37 2317 11 26 52 3 26 87 4 1618 15 34 53 3 15 88 7 28
19 57 62 54 7 22 89 13 3120 28 54 55 4 25 90 16 23
21 18 18 56 9 12 91 17 3222 32 a 57 19 27 92 14 3123 11 20 58 15 6 93 15 28
24 23 15 59 4 19 94 15 17
25 12 32 60 24 12 95 12 33
26 17 25 61 14 2427 5 37 62 29 2628 7 20 63 26 3129 2 16 64 18 28
30 18 17 65 15 13
31 Rlininatod 66 14 11
32 12 21 67 25 15
33 7 3 66 18 27
34 8 0 69 32 17
35 Eliminated 70 36 21
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Frequencies of Wrong-Right-n/rong and Wrong-Right-Right 
Responses to Each Item, on the Successive Administrations 

of the Tests With Chance Occurrence Subtracted

Item ¥ron«- Wrong- Wrong- Wrong- Tt_  Wrong- Wrong-
JJr Right- Right- TjT®1 Eight- Right- Right- Right-

Wrong Right * Wrong Right * Wro»»(y ftlight
1 — 12 36 4 9 71 — 13
2 — — 37 — 22 72 — 24
3 — 16 38 6 22 73 — 22
4 — 7 39 — 22 74 2 6
5 ■— 28 40 — 19 75 5 26
6 25 41 23 76 23
7 — 2 42 — 25 77 12
8 — 16 43 — 21 78 — 17
9 «— 20 44 — 23 79 __ 16
10 — 30 45 — 14 80 — 5
11 21 46 11 17 81 -.-i i 15
12 — 32 47 — 14 62 — 17
13 12 48 6 28 S3 — 27
14 2 29 49 — 14 84 — 10
15 — 9 50 *— 1 85 — 12
16 15 51 _ _ 20 £6 13 15
17 18 52 — 20 87 8
18 — 26 53 — - 9 £6 _ 20
19 33 54 54 — ■ 14 89 — 2320 4 46 55 — 17 90 — 15
21 _ 10 56 - 4 91 . 2422 6 36 57 — 19 92 23
23 — 12 56 — — 93 — 20
24 — 7 59 — 11 94 9
25 — ‘ 26 60 — 4 95 — 25
26 M M 19 61 ___ 16
27 - 31 62 7 20
28 - 14 63 4 25
29 - 10 64 — 22
30 “ 11 65 — 7
31 Eliiainatod 66 . 5
32 — 15 67 3 9
33 — — 66 — . 19
34 — — 69 8 9
35 Eliminated. 70 12 13
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